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CIMdata News 

CIMdata to Host Free Webinar on What Does Semantic Technology do for Robust Design? 

24 October 2017 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

an upcoming free educational webinar, “What Does Semantic Technology do for Robust Design?” The 

webinar will take place on November 16, 2017 at 11:00 a.m. (EST) and will last for one hour.  

Semantic web technology based ontology is generally associated with its potential to help convert 

implicit subject matter knowledge in any domain to explicit machine-readable and -searchable 

knowledge. CIMdata believes that semantic web technology applied to knowledge capture and reuse 

related to product failure modes and robust design solutions could help mitigate the reliability risks of 

complex products with sensors, actuators, control algorithms, and software. CIMdata believes that this 

would be relevant for today’s products, as well as for those of the future that are likely to be much more 

complex due to increasing application of connectivity and artificial intelligence. 

According to the webinar host, CIMdata’s Director for Quality & Reliability Engineering, Dr. 

Venkatesh “Venki” Agaram, “Semantic technology is credited with the ability to enable knowledge 

capture for reuse. However, direct demonstrations of the benefits of semantic technology applied to 

robust design are not easy to find.” 

Dr. Agaram has more than 35 years of experience spanning research and development, virtual 

engineering, reliability of simulations, complex materials systems, controlled mechanical systems, 

design for six sigma, structured innovation, innovation culture enhancement, regulatory compliance, 

recall mitigation, process modeling, market strategy, business transformation, and business 

development. At CIMdata, Dr. Agaram leads the effort to transform industry practices resulting in a 

more effective association between knowledge management and quality and reliability engineering, to 

improve the robustness of smart connected products and processes. 

This webinar is a sequel to the one presented on August 24th, 2017 entitled “Semantic Web Technology 

helps Design-for-Reliability.” The webinar will demonstrate CIMdata’s experience in applying semantic 

technology based ontology for knowledge capture and reuse related to Failure Modes and Effects 

Analysis (FMEA) and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA). The demonstration will highlight what can be 

realistically expected from applying semantic technology to the two areas of reliability engineering 

which are commonly used in several industry verticals such as automotive, aerospace, heavy machinery, 
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medical devices, etc.  

The webinar will be useful to reliability engineers, reliability engineering managers, systems engineers, 

systems engineering managers, IT Leadership responsible for product development tools and systems, 

product managers and consultants from PLM solution providers, and anyone who wants to learn more 

about semantic web technology. 

During the webinar attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions about the topics discussed. To 

find out more, visit: https://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/what-does-semantic-

technology-do-for-robust-design.To register for this webinar please 

visit: https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/7087026826342564099. 

 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Combining the Virtual and Physical Becomes Real (CIMdata Highlight) 

25 October 2017 

Ten years ago, Siemens acquired UGS. At that time, the acquisition clearly set a new agenda for the 

entire PLM industry. Customers across manufacturing and process industries could envision the benefits 

of integrating the physical world, such as through Siemens AG’s leading automation design and 

production technology, and the virtual world, through UGS’s leading factory design, product design, and 

digital collaboration software. 

Since then that vision has become a reality in many different forms (i.e., virtual commissioning, 

simulation, and test; IoT and simulation). Once again that vision is realized with Siemens PLM 

Software’s Additive Manufacturing (AM) strategy. Siemens PLM Software has taken a holistic 

approach to AM product development by providing technologies for generative design, topology 

optimization, light weighting, adaptive design or convergent modeling, right through to simulation of 

actual downstream AM manufacturing processes. Siemens PLM Software has tapped into an ecosystem 

https://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/what-does-semantic-technology-do-for-robust-design
https://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/what-does-semantic-technology-do-for-robust-design
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/7087026826342564099
http://www.cimdata.com/
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of product developers, experts, manufacturers, 3D printing machine OEMs, AM material vendors, and 

3rd-party software providers. 

Siemens PLM Software’s software coupled with their ecosystem of partners, enables customers to 

choose multiple paths toward adopting AM into production. These include: 

• Product transformation 

 Design for Additive Manufacturing (DfAM) methodology including lightweighting, latticing, 

and algorithmic design (e.g. Generative and Topology Optimization). 

 Alternate design initiation sources: Scanmodifydesign 

 Functional performance optimization to achieve optimally and adequately, designed products. 

Multi-material / digital material parts, composite part printing, complexity and part reduction, 

HEEDS all contribute to enhancing functional performance. 

• Manufacturing transformation 

 Low volume products and bridge manufacturing (e.g., lot size of one, small series) 

 Eliminate dedicated tooling (e.g. castings, injection molds, form tools) 

 Support digital inventory 

• Combined product and manufacturing transformation 

 Digital twin with AM Lifecycle Management for traceability and repeatability  

 Flexible workflows: save time, stimulate more innovation cycles, faster turnaround 

 Individualization and mass customization 

 Supply chain redefinition and shrinkage. Design and print (manufacture via AM) anywhere. 

 Acceleration of innovation 

Siemens PLM Software deliver their software as an end-to-end digital platform; NX and Simcenter for 

model-driven product development, Teamcenter providing a product lifecycle management data 

backbone, and SIMATIC IT for production control and MES.  

The proof is in the pudding as they say; the pudding in this case being an industrial customer actually 

using the technology to make real parts. Hoedtke GmbH & Co. KG is one of the first manufacturing 

companies using an end-to-end CAD/CAE/CAM process based entirely on NX software coupled with a 

Siemens AG machine tool. The SINUMERIK 840D sl CNC 5-axis milling machine integrates additive 

laser deposition welding (Direct Energy Deposition or DED) to complete the end-to-end process thus 

removing the either/or decision; leveraging advantages of both additive and subtractive manufacturing to 

make complex metal parts. The decade old vision is indeed real. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Siemens PLM Software Unveils NX 12 (Highlight) 

23 October 2017 

On September 6, 2017, at a Siemens PLM Software gathering for industry analysts, Mr. Bob Haubrock, 

Senior Vice President, Product Engineering Solutions offered early looks at the strategy and content of 

NX 12, Siemens PLM Software’s flagship CAD solution. Targeted for commercial release at the end of 

October 2017, NX 12 showcases three major technical thrusts into areas of high industry interest. The 

release contains major enhancements for generative design, additive manufacturing, and multidiscipline 

design. CIMdata views all three directions as important and timely advances. 

CIMdata defines generative design as a collection of tools and techniques that help to arrive at feasible 

product designs, including geometry, from statements of requirements and constraints. Topology 

optimization is the most notable generative design process. Siemens PLM Software’s solution for 

topology optimization is built on a mesh geometry foundation now included in their Parasolid geometry 

kernel. The kernel supports a mix of precise geometry (Nurbs and analytic) and mesh/planar faceted 

models that Siemens PLM Software calls Convergent Modeling. CIMdata recognizes that this mix of 

geometry will advance not only generative modeling processes, but spark innovation in CAE meshing, 

scanning, and reverse engineering that will prove to be a boon to NX and Parasolid users. 

On the topic of additive manufacturing, Mr. Haubrock emphasized the leveraging of convergent 

design’s mesh geometry to generate lightweight lattice structures within models while maintaining 

structural integrity. The design creation and editing implementation supports user interaction with mesh 

geometry and precise edges and faces using the same modeling operators familiar to NX users. CIMdata 

believes this level of integration will encourage its adoption. 

NX 12’s third major set of enhancements center on the integration of solutions from Siemens PLM 

Software’s recent acquisition of Mentor Graphics, a leader in electronic design automation. In support of 

the industry trend toward increased electrical components in product designs, there is a demand for 

improved cross-disciplinary design and tighter integration of mechanical with electrical and electronic 

systems. NX 12 delivers improved integration with Mentor’s Xpedition suite of solutions for PCB 

design. In addition, NX 12 provides impressive integration with Mentor’s Capital suite of solutions for 

wireharness design. 

CIMdata views the strategic directions of NX taken by Siemens to be well in tune with product 

developer needs. It offers them competent solutions and competitive advantages for creating innovative 

products. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
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at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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Acquisitions 

Cisco Announces Definitive Agreement to Acquire BroadSoft 
23 October 2017 

Cisco and BroadSoft today announced a definitive agreement for Cisco to acquire publicly-held 

BroadSoft, Inc., headquartered in Gaithersburg, MD. Pursuant to the agreement, Cisco will pay $55 per 

share, in cash, in exchange for each share of BroadSoft, or an aggregate purchase price of 

approximately $1.9 billion net of cash, assuming fully diluted shares including conversion of debt. The 

acquisition has been approved by the board of directors of each company. 

"Together, Cisco and BroadSoft will deliver a robust suite of collaboration capabilities across every 

market segment," said Rowan Trollope, senior vice president and general manager of Cisco's 

Applications Business Group. "We believe that our combined offers, from Cisco's collaboration 

technology for enterprises to BroadSoft's suite for small and medium businesses delivered through 

Service Providers will give customers more choice and flexibility." 

"We are excited about this transaction, which represents the culmination of a robust process undertaken 

by BroadSoft's Board of Directors to maximize shareholder value," said Michael Tessler, president and 

CEO, BroadSoft. "As businesses continue to move toward the cloud in search of simplicity and speed, 

joining Cisco will allow us to deliver best-in-class collaboration tools and services. BroadSoft's hosted 

offerings, sold through the Service Providers and aimed at small and medium businesses, are highly 

complementary to Cisco's on-premises and enterprise-centric HCS offerings. Together, we can inspire 

teams to create, collaborate and perform in ways never before imagined." 

More and more businesses expect fully featured voice and contact center solutions with the ability to 

deploy them on premises or in the cloud. By combining BroadSoft's open interface and standards-based 

cloud voice and contact center solutions delivered via Service Provider partners, with Cisco's leading 

meetings, hardware and services portfolio, the combined company will offer best-of-breed solutions for 

businesses of all sizes and deliver a full suite of collaboration capabilities to power the future of work. 

The acquisition of BroadSoft reinforces Cisco's commitment to Unified Communications and enhances 

its ability to address the millions of aging TDM lines poised to transition to IP technology and cloud 

native solutions over the coming years.  

"Cisco recently marked a significant milestone with our 200th acquisition. Acquisitions continue to be a 

core part of our innovation strategy and over the past two years have helped Cisco accelerate or enter 

areas such as IoT, application intelligence, AI, hyperconvergence and SD-WAN," said Rob Salvagno, 

vice president of Cisco Corporate Development. "With the addition of BroadSoft, we expect to 

accelerate the pace of innovation across our entire collaboration portfolio." 

The acquisition is expected to close during the first quarter of calendar year 2018, subject to customary 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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closing conditions and regulatory review. Prior to the close, Cisco and BroadSoft will continue to 

operate as separate companies. Upon completion of the transaction, BroadSoft employees will join 

Cisco's Unified Communications Technology Group led by Vice President and General Manager Tom 

Puorro, under the Applications Group led by Trollope. 

For more information about Cisco's intent to acquire BroadSoft read the blog from Rob Salvagno. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Dassault Systèmes Strengthens Foothold in Systems Engineering to Facilitate New Connected 

Experiences with No Magic Acquisition 

25 October 2017 

Dassault Systèmes today announced the signing of a definitive agreement to acquire its partner No 

Magic, Incorporated, a global solutions company focused on model-based systems engineering and 

architecture modeling for software, and system of systems.  No Magic is headquartered in Allen, Texas 

and has offices in Lithuania and Thailand. 

The acquisition of No Magic strengthens Dassault Systèmes’ industry solution experiences based on 

the 3DEXPERIENCE platform by generalizing systems engineering for developing the “Internet of 

Experiences” – the smart and autonomous experiences that are digitally connecting products, nature and 

life in the physical world.  

Enterprise customers, small companies and professionals in the aerospace and defense (NASA/JPL, 

Boeing, Lockheed Martin), transportation and mobility (Ford, Renault, Honda, BMW, Nissan), and 

other industries (Sony, Panasonic, John Deere, GE Healthcare, Pfizer, J.P. Morgan, PayPal) rely on No 

Magic’s solutions including its core product, MagicDraw, part of the Cameo Suite, for business process, 

architecture, software and system modeling with teamwork support. They gain dynamic visual insight, 

mitigate enterprise risk, lower costs and eliminate operational pain points caused by complex business 

and IT systems having multiple technologies and standards. 

While providing continuity for No Magic’s customers, Dassault Systèmes will integrate No Magic’s 

solutions into its 3DEXPERIENCE platform, complementing and reinforcing CATIA applications. This 

will provide a “single source of truth” allowing any user within a company to implement continuous 3D 

digital processes and to address all lifecycle aspects of an experience, from requirements, system of 

systems architecture models, systems and sub-systems architecture to functional, conceptual, logical and 

physical 3D modeling simulations. 

The 3DEXPERIENCE platform natively supports openness by providing the largest range of open 

standards and languages for systems engineering, such as STEP, Modelica, FMI, ReqIF or OSLC. The 

acquisition will enrich it with the adoption of industry standard models and languages such as UML-

SysML, DoDAF, MODAF, UPDM, or UAF. 

In addition, the acquisition will provide small companies and professional users with access to more 

dynamic development tools to enhance their business process modeling. 

“We are delighted to become part of Dassault Systèmes and its game-changing approach to product 

design and development,” said Gary Duncanson, President and CEO, No Magic. “Our combined 

expertise with the CATIA brand leadership will open new doors for system of systems modeling across 

https://blogs.cisco.com/news/cisco-announces-cloud-calling-contact-center-news
https://www.3ds.com/
https://www.nomagic.com/
https://www.nomagic.com/
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industries and countries, enable autonomous systems initiatives with software architecture modeling, 

and generate new opportunities combining business process and systems modeling with enterprise 

architecture. Dassault Systèmes and No Magic both share a common vision and a ‘customer first’ 

attitude, offering solutions that simplify the complexity of today’s connected world.” 

“The acquisition of No Magic will position Dassault Systèmes as the undisputed leading provider of 

solutions for all systems embedding software and establish an environment where building, testing and 

releasing software can happen rapidly, frequently and more reliably,” said Philippe Laufer, CEO, 

CATIA, Dassault Systèmes. “No Magic’s highly-skilled teams and industry-leading resources will 

accelerate the implementation of our vision for this unified and integrated approach.” 

Completion of the transaction is subject to customary conditions precedent, including foreign investment 

approvals in the United States and in Lithuania. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Company News 

Atos Wins Prestigious Oracle Excellence Award for Specialized Partner of the Year - EMEA in Cloud 

Infrastructure 

23 October 2017 

Atos today announces it has been awarded an 2017 Oracle Excellence Award for Specialized Partner of 

the Year - EMEA in Cloud Infrastructure. Atos is a Global Platinum level member of Oracle 

PartnerNetwork (OPN). 

The Oracle Excellence Awards for Specialized Partner of the Year - EMEA encourages innovation by 

Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) members, who use Oracle's products and technology to create value for 

customers and generate new business potential. This award reflects Atos' innovation and commitment to 

serving Oracle clients by delivering Oracle solutions and services to solve critical business challenges. 

Atos was presented the 2017 Oracle Excellence Award for Specialized Partner of the Year - EMEA in 

Cloud Infrastructure for demonstrating excellence in the development of hybrid cloud infrastructure. 

With its cloud service offering -Atos Canopy Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud - Atos provides businesses 

with highly industrialized and automated end-to-end Cloud services, including end-to-end service 

orchestration and management over multiple Cloud types. 

Mark Nouris, Global Head of Atos Canopy Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud says "Atos and Oracle have a 

long and successful history of creating solutions that add value to our mutual customers' businesses for 

over 20 years. This award is testament to this as well as our focus and expertise to create seamless 

customer journeys involving Cloud migration, application and infrastructure transformation, service 

organization and management over multiple cloud types." 

"Congratulations to Atos for achieving the 2017 Oracle Excellence Award for Specialized Partner of the 

Year - EMEA in Cloud Infrastructure," said David Callaghan, Senior Vice President, Alliances and 

Channels, Oracle EMEA. "This award recognizes Atos' commitment to delivering innovative solutions 

and is a true testament to their dedication to excellence in providing customers solutions and services 

that drive real business value and results." 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=KSYH6BpWxVOw-GrbnJ_8-yt_cAeKboYxnlIi118rsvPyaW2edu2_ppdBuGFlEwppEjlcWntHWySryDPxGmeuR_SStT53jIOhlSj3mDjlBDVT0dPeHtXUV0RBJslRT4GItRbBOtXFbqyt8MhUPhBgInD_ifYy7oeBi2Ect1gE0FM=
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As an all-inclusive service provider for Oracle, Atos has expertise and accreditation across the complete 

spectrum of applications, technologies and associated services. With over 1,500 skilled Oracle 

professionals across the world, Atos brings together proficiency in core technology, including database 

and middleware, plus vertical market sector and horizontal cross-sector applications, as well as the entire 

lifecycle management and Quality Assurance of these technologies. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Autodesk Launches Services Marketplace Geared for the AEC Industry 

23 October 2017 

Autodesk made the announcement on their blog: http://blogs.autodesk.com/inthefold/autodesk-services-

marketplace/ 

 

“The relationship Autodesk has with its architecture, engineering and construction industry customers is 

changing for the better. We spend a lot of time listening to small to medium-sized customers and hear 

how they often need help beyond the tech support available through Autodesk subscription. They are 

looking for help in the form of customized training, hands-on implementation, workflow optimization 

assistance, or general IT services, and more. 

We recognize the importance of connecting our subscribers to a range of services in our ecosystem. A 

new and easier way to get that help is here. I’m excited to share the launch of the Autodesk Services 

Marketplace for our small and medium business customers. The Services Marketplace connects 

customers seeking to hire help from proven professional third-party service providers, offering choice, 

convenience and local help in one place.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Capgemini expands digital transformation capabilities in New York 

25 October 2017 

Capgemini today announced an expansion of its digital transformation capabilities in New York with the 

opening of a new innovation and client experience center at 79 Fifth Avenue in the heart of New 

York's Silicon Alley. The new location brings together innovation and transformation consultants, 

including Capgemini's innovation consultancy Fahrenheit 212 and its most recent Applied Innovation 

Exchange (AIE), with end-to-end business and IT services under one roof. The center represents a 

significant investment in capabilities designed to support and collaborate with clients at every stage of 

their digital transformation journey. 

"Our clients are facing rapid and significant change that continues to accelerate; new marketplace 

entrants and disruptors, emerging technologies, and evolving consumer expectations are altering the 

relationships and connection points across people, business and technology," said John Mullen, Head of 

North American Markets, Capgemini. "Our new location in New York represents an investment in our 

Collaborative Business Experience partnership model, which enables us to create custom client teams 

that leverage industry-leading partnerships and end-to-end capabilities in digital, cloud, innovation, 

http://blogs.autodesk.com/inthefold/autodesk-services-marketplace/
http://blogs.autodesk.com/inthefold/autodesk-services-marketplace/
http://www.capgemini.com/
http://www.fahrenheit-212.com/
https://www.capgemini.com/service/transformation-innovation/applied-innovation-exchange/
https://www.capgemini.com/service/transformation-innovation/applied-innovation-exchange/
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business and IT transformation services." 

Capgemini's expansion in New York City follows in a year of revenue growth in digital and cloud both 

globally and in North America, which is the Capgemini Group's largest region by revenue. This new 

innovation and client experience center includes Capgemini's newest AIE that connects Capgemini's 

clients to New York's vibrant innovation and technology startup ecosystem. It features the latest 

technology and newest thinking in designing spaces to facilitate transformation-enabling collaboration, 

experimentation and innovation. The New York AIE is part of Capgemini's AIE global platform and 

network that provides clients with unprecedented access to innovation sources across the world. 

Lanny Cohen, Group Chief Technology and Innovation Officer, and member of the Group Executive 

Committee at Capgemini, said, "Competitive advantage is about combining an ability to imagine new 

and better ways of doing business, and achieving that transformation by leveraging a complex 

ecosystem of partners, innovators, incubators, think tanks, start-ups and scale-ups. Our expansion 

in New York enables us to provide more innovative business and technology solutions across our 

portfolio to create tangible value for clients." 

Capgemini's increased strength and expanded digital and innovation capabilities in New York offers 

clients a vast portfolio of services to develop and deploy sector-specific solutions to leverage emerging 

technologies and new business models. 

"Our clients are now starting to look at value creation differently. In addition to transforming and 

optimizing their operations, many of our leading clients are betting on innovation as a key driver of 

growth, leveraging and coordinating a portfolio of digital capabilities to create and recreate their 

products, services and customer experiences. We designed our NY presence specifically around a 

unique new integrated offer, from strategy and concept design through to implementation," said Todd 

Rovak, CEO of Capgemini Consulting NA and Fahrenheit 212. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Cirrent Partners with AirTies to Simplify IoT Wi-Fi Provisioning for Connected Devices 

23 October 2017 

Cirrent and AirTies announced a strategic partnership today at Broadband World Forum. The companies 

have partnered to integrate Cirrent's ZipKey technology into AirTies' Mesh Extenders and set-top boxes, 

providing automatic Wi-Fi provisioning of ZipKey-enabled devices such as: home security systems, 

printers, appliances, streaming audio and video devices, toys, and more. 

As the most widely deployed provider of Wi-Fi Mesh solutions to service providers around the 

globe, AirTies supplies extenders, set-top boxes, apps, and cloud-based performance management 

software that enable ISPs to provide a managed Wi-Fi Mesh solution for their 

subscribers. Cirrent provides a Wi-Fi connection management solution for connected products, enabling 

customers to easily connect products to their home Wi-Fi network automatically and securely. 

Companies making connected products use Cirrent's solution to improve the customer experience, 

reduce support costs and returns, and increase security. Cirrent's platform provides connected product 

companies with Wi-Fi onboarding, product lifecycle management, and tools for ongoing support. 

Through Cirrent's partnerships with network operators, ZipKey products connect to the cloud 

automatically in more than 67 million homes. ZipKey-enabled set-top boxes and Wi-Fi extenders will 

https://tmt.knect365.com/bbwf/
http://www.airties.com/
http://cirrent.com/
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make setting up a new Wi-Fi device on the mesh network simple for consumers: all they have to do is 

plug it in. In addition, service providers that support ZipKey will have an option to use it to provision 

AirTies' Mesh extenders and set-top boxes.     

"We are constantly looking for ways to enhance the in-home Wi-Fi experience for service providers, and 

that includes working with exceptional partners like Cirrent," said Philippe Alcaras, CEO, AirTies. "By 

partnering with Cirrent to support automatic Wi-Fi provisioning of IoT devices, we will be able to 

simplify installation for today's super-connected homes." 

Rob Conant, CEO of Cirrent, stated, "Consumers demand simplicity. ZipKey-enabled products from 

AirTies and consumer electronics companies are secure and easy to use: customers plug them in and 

they automatically connect to the cloud with no user intervention. This is the kind of delightful user 

experience that leading network service providers aspire to deliver to their subscribers." 

Cirrent and Airties are demoing the new capabilities at the AirTies booth at Broadband World 

Forum from October 24-26, 2017 in Messe, Berlin. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Dassault Systèmes’ Living Heart Project Reaches Next Milestones in Mission to Improve Patient 

Care 

18 October 2017 

Dassault Systèmes outlined, at the 3DEXPERIENCE Forum North America, multiple milestones in 

its Living Heart Project aimed to drive the creation and use of simulated 3D personalized hearts in the 

treatment, diagnosis and prevention of heart diseases.  As the scientific and medical community seeks 

faster and more targeted ways to improve patient care, the Living Heart Project is extending its reach 

through new partnerships and applications while lowering the barriers to access. 

The Living Heart is now available through the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud, offering the 

speed and flexibility of high-performance computing (HPC) to even the smallest medical device 

companies. Any life sciences company can immediately access a complete, on-demand HPC 

environment to scale up virtual testing securely and collaboratively while managing infrastructure costs.  

This also crosses an important boundary toward the use of the Living Heart directly in a clinical setting. 

“Medical devices need thousands of tests in the development stage,” said Joe Formicola, President and 

Chief Engineer, Caelynx. “With the move of the Living Heart to the cloud, effectively an unlimited 

number of tests of a new design can be carried out simultaneously using the simulated heart rather than 

one at a time, dramatically lowering the barrier to innovation, not to mention the time and cost.” 

Since signing a 5-year agreement with the FDA in 2014, Dassault Systèmes continues to align with the 

regulatory agency on the use of simulation and modeling to accelerate approvals.  Bernard Charles, CEO 

and vice chairman of the board of directors of Dassault Systèmes, gave the keynote at the 4th Annual 

FDA Scientific Computing Day in October 2016. Later, in July 2017, FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott 

Gottlieb publicly outlined the FDA plan to help consumers capitalize on advances in science stating, 

“Modeling and simulation plays a critical role in organizing diverse data sets and exploring alternate 

study designs. This enables safe and effective new therapeutics to advance more efficiently through the 

different stages of clinical trials.” 

https://tmt.knect365.com/bbwf/
https://tmt.knect365.com/bbwf/
https://www.3ds.com/
http://namforum.3ds.com/
https://www.3ds.com/products-services/simulia/solutions/life-sciences/the-living-heart-project
https://www.3ds.com/press-releases/single/dassault-systemes-signs-research-agreement-with-the-food-and-drug-administration-for-its-living/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HdeAQ6iBlM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HdeAQ6iBlM
https://blogs.fda.gov/fdavoice/index.php/2017/07/how-fda-plans-to-help-consumers-capitalize-on-advances-in-science/
https://blogs.fda.gov/fdavoice/index.php/2017/07/how-fda-plans-to-help-consumers-capitalize-on-advances-in-science/
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The Living Heart Project has grown to more than 95 member organizations worldwide including 

medical researchers, practitioners, device manufacturers and regulatory agencies united in a mission of 

open innovation to solve healthcare challenges.  The project has supported 15 research grant proposals 

by providing access to the model, associated technologies and project expertise. Novel use of the model 

to understand heart disease and study the safety and effectiveness of medical devices has appeared in 

eight articles published in peer-reviewed journals to date. 

For the first time, the Living Heart was used to simulate detailed drug interactions affecting the entire 

organ function. Researchers at Stanford University working with UberCloud recently used the Living 

Heart as a platform for a model that would enable pharmaceutical companies to test drugs for the risk of 

inducing cardiac arrhythmias, the leading negative side effect preventing FDA approval. 

“The Living Heart Project is a strategic part of a broader effort by Dassault Systèmes to leverage its 

advanced simulation applications to push the boundaries of science,” said Jean Colombel, Vice 

President Life Sciences, Dassault Systèmes.  “By creating both a community and a transformational 

platform we are beginning to see the advances from the Living Heart Project being used for additional 

aspects of cardiovascular research as well as for other parts of the body, for example the brain, the spine, 

the foot, and the eye, to reach new frontiers in patient care.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Equinix to Launch Direct Access to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure in 16 Additional Markets 

23 October 2017 

Equinix, Inc. today announced a significant expansion of its dedicated, private access to Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI) to 16 additional Equinix International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data centers 

in North America and Europe. As a part of the expansion, customers can now easily and privately 

connect to OCI using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect within the Equinix FR5 IBX data center 

in Frankfurt via dedicated cross connects and the Equinix Cloud Exchange™ (ECX). Additionally, the 

Oracle and Equinix partner and platform integration now provides connectivity to OCI FastConnect via 

ECX to customers in eight new metros in North America and seven new metros in Europe. 

The expansion brings the total number of Equinix IBX data centers where Oracle FastConnect is 

deployed to six and total number of locations where connectivity to FastConnect is available to 18 

metros, globally. 

Highlights/Key Facts 

• New North American metros where access to OCI FastConnect is now available via ECX 

include Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York, Seattle, Silicon Valley and Toronto. 

This adds to the existing North American OCI FastConnect deployment at Equinix 

in Washington, D.C. 

• In addition to Frankfurt, new European metros where OCI FastConnect is now available via 

ECX include Amsterdam, Dublin, London, Manchester, Paris, Stockholm and Zurich. 

• This expansion will enable enterprise customers across North America and Europe to migrate 

and run compute, applications and data workloads to Oracle Cloud in a high-throughput, scalable 

manner that delivers consistent and predictable performance. This marks a significant investment 

https://www.hpcwire.com/2017/09/21/stanford-university-ubercloud-achieve-breakthrough-living-heart-simulations/
https://www.hpcwire.com/2017/09/21/stanford-university-ubercloud-achieve-breakthrough-living-heart-simulations/
https://www.hpcwire.com/2017/09/21/stanford-university-ubercloud-achieve-breakthrough-living-heart-simulations/
http://www.equinix.com/
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in the Equinix and Oracle relationship, building upon Oracle's highly successful and growing 

OCI FastConnect Classic service previously launched in 2015 and deployed in Equinix IBX data 

centers in Amsterdam, Chicago, London, Sydney and Washington, D.C. 

• Whether a customer requires direct connection to Oracle as part of a broader interconnection 

strategy, or if they need to migrate data-heavy applications to the cloud, connection to OCI 

inside Equinix is a highly scalable solution for many enterprise users. It can further a customer's 

efforts to address increasing data privacy and other regulatory requirements and general data 

sovereignty concerns. 

• Interconnection is paramount for companies across North America and Europe. In fact, 

according to the Global Interconnection Index, a market study published recently by Equinix, the 

U.S. is the largest and most advanced region for Interconnection Bandwidth growth, with 82 

percent of enterprises' bandwidth expected to be dedicated to interconnection to networks and 

cloud by 2020. The Index also found that Interconnection Bandwidth in Europe is expected to 

grow 44% per annum to reach 1,450+ Tbps by 2020. Europe's growth in Interconnection will be 

driven by a number of factors, including data sovereignty and the need for European businesses 

to exchange information with other businesses and services, like Oracle, in-region. 

• Oracle Cloud delivers nearly 1,000 SaaS applications and 50 enterprise-class PaaS and IaaS 

services to customers in more than 195 countries around the world, and supports 55 billion 

transactions each day. 

Quotes 

• Robert Blackburn, Global Managing Director, Oracle Strategic Alliance, Equinix 

"We are excited to continue our collaboration with Oracle and extend this service to multiple 

U.S. and European metros. The ability to connect directly to Oracle is an essential strategy for 

enterprises as they deploy workloads to the cloud. By providing direct access, our mutual 

customers can create a high-speed, dedicated and low-latency connection that allows them to 

fully realize the benefits of Oracle deployment, while complying with local data sovereignty 

regulations. We look forward to ongoing collaborations with Oracle, bringing this solution to 

additional Equinix metro areas across the globe." 

• Kash Iftikhar, Vice President IaaS, Public Cloud Services, Oracle 

"Customers require seamless connectivity from their data centers and networks to Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure for their most demanding workloads and applications. With Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure using FastConnect in Equinix IBX data centers, customers can provision the 

private connections they need today and easily scale with their growing business demands. We 

look forward to helping more customers connect to Oracle cloud using FastConnect and ECX in 

a growing number of markets." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Gerber Technology Partners with Fashion Enter’s Factory and Training Academy, London 

23 October 2017 

Gerber Technology is pleased to announce a partnership with Fashion Enter/FashionCapital, London, by 

https://www.equinix.com/interconnection-enables-the-digital-economy/
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supporting both their commercial factory and training academy. 

“We are very pleased about the integration of our AccuMark® software and digitizing solution into the 

curriculum of Fashion Enter and look forward to a successful partnership”,said Yvonne Heinen-Foudeh, 

marketing and communications director, EMEA for Gerber Technology. 

Gerber’s mission is to make it easy for any one in the world using textiles, leather, composites or other 

flexible materials to go from concept to market quickly and seamlessly. “We have been empowering 

educators with technology to help prepare the next generation of fashion leaders for nearly 50 years. The 

success of the industry relies on students graduating with knowledge of how technologies like PLM, 

CAD and smart machines used in manufacturing are all connected and essential to the work flow and 

Fashion Enter/FashionCapital is the ideal partner to support our mission,” continued Heinen-Foudeh. 

“Over the last six months, we have expanded our Fashion Studio service by 28 new accounts including 

Huntsman and Gormley and Gamble,” Jenny Holloway, founder of the social enterprise Fashion Enter 

said. “The pattern cutting team headed by Lauren Loftus and supported by an excellent six-person team 

of pattern queens is flying. The experienced members of our team including Lauren and Debbie Smith 

have a strong knowledge of Gerber’s AccuMark software. I put my faith in their experience and knew it 

was best to listen to the experts!  We have therefore invested into the latest Gerber CAD system to 

ensure that the accuracy of detail is embedded into our pattern and grading services.” 

Gerber Technology has developed partnerships with over 1,400 colleges, universities, technical and 

fashion schools across the world, providing them with solutions and expertise to help the teachers 

prepare students with the skills they require in today’s competitive fashion workplace. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Harvard Business Review Names Best Performing CEOs in the World 2017 

26 October 2017 

Nvidia, Dassault Systèmes appear in the top 20: https://hbr.org/2017/11/the-best-performing-ceos-in-

the-world-2017 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Industry Survey Reveals Gaps in Manufacturers’ Readiness for Digital Transformation and Product 

Innovation 

26 October 2017 

Aras today announced the results of a PLM Benchmark Survey for Enterprise Organizations. The 

findings reveal a significant gap in manufacturers’ readiness for Digital Transformation as a result of 

disconnected product processes and poor enterprise-wide adoption of product lifecycle management 

systems. Many manufacturers either don’t use the software to its full potential or are hindered by legacy 

architectures that are not easily upgradable to support their current product processes. 

Disconnected Product Processes Hinder Innovation  

Driven by increasingly complex and connected products—from smart industrial equipment to 

https://hbr.org/2017/11/the-best-performing-ceos-in-the-world-2017
https://hbr.org/2017/11/the-best-performing-ceos-in-the-world-2017
http://www.aras.com/
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autonomous cars—global manufacturers rely on PLM systems to manage product lifecycle. However, 

the survey revealed that only 37 percent of respondents were satisfied with their PLM deployments, and 

only 54 percent believe PLM helps them achieve their goals—largely because they are underutilizing the 

software: 

• Systems engineering should be a core use case for PLM – but only 19 percent use PLM for 

systems engineering 

• Configuration management and change management are central tenets of PLM functionality – 

but only 42 percent of organizations are using PLM in this manner 

• PLM must encompass multiple design disciplines and domains – but only 51 percent of 

respondents are able to use PLM to collaborate across functions, suggesting that product data is 

siloed or housed in non-product development systems 

• Most PLM system vendors are primarily providers of CAD tools – but only 31 percent of 

respondents use PLM for MCAD/ECAD data 

“An effective PLM system is not only essential for any company manufacturing smart, connected 

products, it is a critical foundation for their future innovation,” said Peter Schroer, CEO of Aras. 

“Manufacturers need to transform their product processes to unlock opportunities with Digital Thread 

and Digital Twin. They can’t get there with disconnected processes, silos of data, and overuse of Excel. 

They require a digital transformation platform approach to PLM that enables flexibility, includes users 

across the extended enterprise, and is easily upgradable as processes and functionality evolve.” 

The PLM Benchmark Survey findings are available in the eBook: Challenges in PLM for Enterprise 

Organizations. 

Connecting the Enterprise with a Product Innovation Platform  

As global competition continues to increase, manufacturers recognize the need to transform their 

product processes to manage product complexity and unlock new opportunities with Digital Thread, 

Digital Twin, and IoT. However, many large organizations find themselves paralyzed by old IT 

architectures or use of legacy PLM systems that have largely not changed in the past 30 years. The result 

is siloed processes and inability to effectively manage cross-discipline design. These manufacturers risk 

being outperformed and must build a new technology foundation for innovation. 

Towards this end, leading industry analyst firm CIMdata released its position paper, “Product 

Innovation Platforms: Definition, Their Role in the Enterprise, and Their Long-Term Viability” to help 

industrial companies plan for a new generation of technology to enable today’s complex, connected 

products. CIMdata’s notion of a product innovation platform – an innovation-enabling business platform 

that would support all product-related disciplines and users through the entire product lifecycle – 

provides a starting point for organizations discussing digital transformation. Aras recently received top 

scores in CIMdata’s assessment against the Product Innovation Platform criteria. The full CIMdata 

position paper is available here.  

Aras at GE Minds + Machines  

Aras is exhibiting at Innovation Alley at GE Minds + Machines, the premier Industrial Internet event, on 

October 25-26 in San Francisco. To schedule a conversation or demo, please visit Aras @ GE Minds + 

Machines. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Minerva PLM   expands with   second   office in Germany 

24 October 2017 

Minerva today announced that it will open its second office in Germany. 

After a successful entry into the German market 1 year ago, with the establishment of Minerva 

Informatic Germany GmbH in Hamburg, the time has now come for Minerva to increase its presence in 

Germany. By opening a new office in Münich in the south of Germany, Minerva will be able to support 

the growing demand and to support existing customers as well. 

“Over the last couple of years, we have seen an increased interest in our products and services from 

German companies. We are already working for several companies located in Germany such as Airbus, 

Imperial Tobacco and Delaval. We are delighted to see the group expanding further in Germany and 

look forward to provide our current and future customers with an increasing presence and support,” says 

Asger Thierry, CEO & Founder of Minerva Group. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Omnify Software Announces Winners of 2017 Customer Recognition Awards 

24 October 2017 

Omnify Software today announces the winners of the 2017 Customer Recognition Awards presented 

during Omnify’s 2017 Global PLM Customer Conference. 

The Omnify Software Recognition Awards honor individuals and their respective companies who have 

demonstrated the ability to take their use of Omnify Empower PLM to the next level in order to further 

improve their product development processes. These awards also show Omnify’s appreciation of the 

strong commitment customers have to the Omnify Software product. Awards were given in three 

categories: Process Excellence, Manufacturing Process Innovation and Integration Innovation. 

The Process Excellence Award was presented to Earlens Corporation, developer of the Earlens Hearing 

Aid, the first hearing device to use light to transmit sound. Earlens received this award for scaling their 

use of Omnify Empower to improve processes across design, manufacturing and quality control. 

Starting with Document Control, BOM Management, integration with their ERP system, Training 

Management and Non-Conformance Report processing, the company adopted more features over time 

to expand their use of Omnify Empower PLM for Complaint Handling, Supplier Management, Supplier 

Corrective Actions, Corrective and Preventive Actions Actions (CAPAs), Deviations, Audit Findings, 

Quality Record approvals, and Audit Program management. Earlens exemplifies Omnfy’s ability to 

scale with customers. 

The Manufacturing Process Innovation Award was presented to the AIS ILS/CM team at Leonardo 

DRS, a leading supplier of integrated products, services and support to military forces, intelligence 

agencies and prime defense contractors worldwide. They created a process that incorporates elements of 

the Omnify Empower Project and Engineering Change Management modules, as well as associated 

reports, to track on-time vs. late delivery of released engineering drawings to manufacturing. 

The Integration Innovation Award was presented to Triumph Engine Control Systems (TGI), a designer, 

https://www.omnifysoft.com/
https://earlens.com/
http://www.leonardodrs.com/
http://www.leonardodrs.com/
http://www.triumphgroup.com/companies/triumph-engine-control-systems
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developer, manufacturer and service provider of fuel pumps, fuel metering units, and electronic engine 

control systems. They eliminated potentially thousands of updates that would have been required with 

previous manual processes by utilizing Service Objects and Workflows in Empower PLM to track the 

creation, revision and checking of decals and symbols in Mentor Graphics DxDesigner. 

“We love to celebrate the customers who are shaping our industry,” stated David Solimini, Vice 

President of Sales for Omnify Software. “We are delighted to showcase our customers’ dedication to 

improving their product development processes using Empower PLM by presenting them with these 

recognition awards.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Rescale and ANSYS Accelerate Startup Product Innovation and Development 

25 October 2017 

Rescale and ANSYS are spearheading a simulation and cloud computing program that enables startups 

to quickly and cost-effectively bring their innovative products to market. The program will provide 

qualifying startups access to Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud solutions, Rescale's big compute 

resources, and ANSYS Pervasive Engineering Simulation™ tools, which enable startups to run large-

scale simulations on par with larger companies. 

The program removes a key barrier for many startups – access to on-premises and high-performance 

computing. The ANSYS Startup Program offers low-cost access to ANSYS' leading suite of engineering 

simulation products to startups around the world. Through Rescale's zero-footprint, web-based cloud 

platform for big compute, program participants can seamlessly run ANSYS simulation tools from a 

browser window with a standard Internet connection. Companies have access to unlimited computing 

scale and specialty hardware for multiphysics simulations. 

"The ability to provide cloud licensing on Rescale's ScaleX platform for the ANSYS Startup Program 

has been the best thing to happen to our company," said Mike Hollenbeck, chief technology officer and 

co-founder of Optisys, a program participant. "It allows us to compete in the 3-D printing field, which is 

expanding exponentially and enabling unprecedented capabilities." 

Within the proprietary cloud-based license provisioning systems, customers can use their existing 

compute credits for AWS on the Rescale platform. 

"By choosing AWS as the foundation of the ANSYS Startup Program's cloud strategy, ANSYS and 

Rescale have created a cost-effective solution that is intuitive, reliable and scalable," said Dave Wright, 

general manager, Worldwide Strategic Technology Partners, Amazon Web Services, Inc. "AWS is 

excited to collaborate with Rescale and ANSYS to help hardware startup customers to design and 

deliver transformational products." 

"Offering a cloud-based big compute solution for the ANSYS Startup Program provides a valuable 

advantage to startups with big ambitions," said Matt McKee, director of western region sales at Rescale. 

"The seamless cloud delivery of ANSYS simulation tools on Rescale's big compute platform on AWS 

lets startups compete immediately." 

"Through the power of simulation, our customers are driving product innovation, improving product 

quality and reducing development cost," said Paul Lethbridge, senior manager, ANSYS Startup 

http://www.rescale.com/
http://www.ansys.com/
http://www.ansys.com/About-ANSYS/startup-program
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Program. "With AWS and Rescale, we're providing startups with cloud-based access that also eliminates 

the overhead of workstation-class hardware and software — empowering startups to allocate more of 

their funding toward developing innovative technology and products." 

For more information, please email startup@rescale.com or visit http://www.ansys.com/About-

ANSYS/startup-program to apply. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Siemens and FFG partner for digitalisation strategy 

19 September 2017 

Siemens and Fair Friend Enterprise Co. Ltd. Taiwan (FFG) have signed a joint Memorandum of 

Understanding with the intention of strengthening their long-standing business relationship. The aim of 

the extended partnership is to consolidate the integration of the Siemens Digital Enterprise Suite across 

the Taiwanese business and to integrate Siemens digitalisation and automation technologies into FFG’s 

machine tools and machine tool technologies. 

To this end, Dr. Jimmy Chu, FFG Chairman, and Dr. Wolfgang Heuring, CEO of Siemens AG’s Motion 

Control Business Unit, signed the memorandum at EMO 2017. The two businesses agreed to work 

closely together in the future on the consolidation of the Siemens Digital Enterprise Suite and the cloud-

based Internet of Things (IoT) operating system MindSphere at FFG. Thanks to its open-access 

structure, MindSphere is said to enable machine manufacturers to use their domain expertise in 

developing high-performance applications for machine operators, forming the basis of new services and 

business models. 

The intensified cooperation will also include Siemens’ Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), 

Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM) and Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) domains. 

In previous years, Siemens and FFG have developed concepts independently of each other in the field of 

digitalisation and automation for machine tools. The Digital Enterprise portfolio from Siemens offers 

core elements of industrial software and automation, industrial communication systems, security and 

services as well as cloud-based IoT technologies. Siemens will primarily bring its expertise in machine 

control and automation technology to the concepts to be developed. 

“As a leading international manufacturer of machine tools and globally active business, FFG is 

constantly looking to meet the challenges of digitalisation and to convert the business to a digital 

company,” said Dr. Chu. 

“Siemens’ global setup, with its all-encompassing and pioneering Digital Enterprise concept and its 

leading future-oriented technologies for Intelligent Manufacturing and the Factory of the Future, is 

therefore an excellent partner for FFG.” 

“Our two companies have been working together for many years on a basis of trust and with a common 

theme: A passion for machine tools. Putting this collaboration on a broader footing from now on against 

the background of the opportunities provided by digitalisation is a seminal and important step for both 

companies,” said Dr. Heuring. 

Fair Friend Group is an industrial conglomerate with over 90 companies operating in the fields of 

machine tool technology, PCB, industrial equipment and green technology. Founded in 1979 in Taiwan, 

mailto:startup@rescale.com
http://www.ansys.com/About-ANSYS/startup-program
http://www.ansys.com/About-ANSYS/startup-program
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FFG developed into the largest local machine tool manufacturer with major brands like Feeler, 

Leadwell, Sanco and Equiptop. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Snowflake Announces Partnership with Wipro Limited 

24 October 2017 

Snowflake Computing today announced the launch of the Snowflake Center of Excellence by Wipro 

Limited. 

The Snowflake Center of Excellence is a strategic initiative by Wipro to help enterprises transition from 

their legacy, on-premises data analytics infrastructure to a modern, scalable solution, leveraging 

Snowflake's leading-edge data warehouse built for the cloud. 

Snowflake and Wipro have helped a number of large, strategic enterprise customers realize the full 

benefits of cloud computing and therefore accelerate their time to market.  Snowflake and Wipro's joint 

customers span financial services, retail and e-commerce industries. Wipro is in the process of 

transitioning a legacy data warehouse for a leading financial services company, and in another case, for 

a global leader in apparel and footwear, to Snowflake's state-of-the-art cloud data warehouse. 

The Snowflake Center of Excellence for enterprise data analytics offers the following: 

• Trained consultants – A growing practice of 450+ data management and data analytics experts 

trained on Snowflake and many legacy platforms. 

• Access to Wipro's proprietary technology – Migration tools, frameworks and accelerators to help 

enterprises migrate from their current infrastructure to Snowflake. 

• Data analytics expertise – Wipro brings decades of consulting experience from successful data 

warehouse, data analytics and big data implementations. 

• Faster time to market – Wipro's migration methodology and Snowflake's ease-of-use deliver 

cloud-native solutions in a fraction of the time of traditional migration options. 

By migrating to Snowflake's data warehouse, enabled by Wipro, enterprises also get the six defining 

qualities of the no. 1 cloud data warehouse: 

• All of your data – Store and analyze petabytes of structured and semi-structured data (JSON, 

XML, AVRO) from a single source of truth to quickly extract critical insight. 

• All of your users – An architecturally unlimited amount of concurrent users and applications can 

gain access without eroding performance. 

• Pay only for what you use – Snowflake's built-for-the-cloud solution scales storage separate from 

compute, up and down, transparently and automatically. 

• Zero management – Snowflake reduces complexity with built-in performance so there's no 

infrastructure to tweak, no knobs to turn and no tuning required. 

• Complete SQL database – Snowflake supports the tools millions of business users already know 

how to use today. 

https://snowflake.net/
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• Data sharing - Snowflake extends the data warehouse to the Data Sharehouse™, with direct, 

governed and secure data sharing within seconds so enterprises can easily forge one-to-one, one-

to-many and many-to-many data sharing relationships. 

"Our partnership with Wipro provides our enterprise customers with an end-to-end solution, comprising 

the only built-for-the-cloud data warehouse with the expertise of a leading global services provider," 

Snowflake's Vice President of Alliances, Walter Aldana said. "Together, we provide peace of mind for 

many large customers moving away from on-premises legacy environments to an all-cloud strategic 

deployment." 

Pallab Deb, Vice President and Global Head - Analytics, Wipro Limited said, "Our partnership with 

Snowflake represents a significant, long-term commitment to serve enterprise companies and help them 

streamline their operations, better serve their customers and lead their industries. We believe that 

Snowflake's offerings can be a game changer and we will work jointly with them to facilitate wider 

adoption by clients. We continue to see a massive shift in customers migrating their entire analytics 

infrastructure to the cloud and we believe our partnership with Snowflake will continue to yield the best 

results for Wipro, Snowflake, and most of all, our joint customers." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Sopheon Awarded Funding for European Research Projects 

19 October 2017 

Sopheon today announced the award of European funding for innovative research in the framework of 

the EUREKA/ITEA research program alongside a consortium of project partners. The funding is for two 

different projects, Medolution and PARTNER. 

Both research projects focus on developing innovative and intelligent methods and software for real time 

handling of massive volumes of data across complex scenarios, with emphasis on the healthcare 

industry. Sopheon’s contribution to these projects focuses on applying the data-driven decision support 

capabilities of our Accolade® software. Sopheon benefits in return from the collaboration with project 

partners − research institutes and leading software companies such as Philips Healthcare, Atos/Bull, 

Siemens Healthcare, Barco, IMEC, KPN and NXP Semiconductors – to develop breakthrough 

capabilities for commercial application in our software. 

In the current digital age, organizations are looking for technologies that allow them to handle 

unprecedented amounts of information, with speed. This information is drawn from a very incoherent 

landscape of IT systems and sources, within as well as beyond the physical boundaries of the enterprise. 

The data to be handled comes from many different sources – structured and unstructured data; metadata 

from sensor data, images, video – and is reused in the context of big data analysis, internet of things 

(IoT) techniques, cloud services, etc. 

The Accolade software is able to interpret all of this data in real time, irrespective of source or format, 

based on rules and criteria defined by domain experts and within predefined best practice protocols that 

are managed by the Accolade system. 

Huub Rutten, VP Research and Application Development at Sopheon, stated:  

“For Sopheon the research is very applicable to our core enterprise innovation management clients and 

https://itea3.org/project/medolution.html
https://itea3.org/project/partner.html
https://www.sopheon.com/software/
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future product strategy. Our work in these projects positions us to develop relationships with some of the 

leading companies in the world for commercial leverage, and to develop innovative strategic 

technologies and applications for our target markets. Further, our research discoveries also have the 

potential to open new market segments for our application.” 

This award brings to a total of five the number of research grants awarded to Sopheon since 2009. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Events News 

Electronics Contract Manufacturer ACDi to Exhibit at PCB Carolina 
27 October 2017 

American Computer Development, Inc. (ACDi) is proud to announce that they will be exhibiting at the 

PCB Carolina, North Carolina's premier electronics trade show. 

In addition to the keynote address by Susan Sanford, executive director for the Research Triangle 

Cleantech Cluster (RTCC), there will be 16 technical sessions, an exhibition hall and soldering 

workshops. This event is ideal for anyone in the electronics industry including those who work in 

product development, PCB design and contract manufacturing. 

ACDi’s exhibit is at table 21 and will be staffed by Kim Boykin, Plant Manager, ACDi Nashville, NC 

location. “We’ve been a supporter of this show for a number of years,” said Mr. Boykin. “There’s 

consistently increased turnout year after year and we’re very excited to be an ongoing key electronics 

manufacturing services provider of the PCB Carolina community.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

PROLIM is Proud Exhibitor at the PLM Europe Connection 2017 

25 October 2017 

PROLIM is proud to exhibit PLM Europe 2017 – SIEMENS PLM Connection at Estrel Convention 

Centre, Berlin / Germany. PLM Europe 2017 event offers excellent networking opportunities for 

decision makers, users and service provider in the context of PLM. 

 

Join PROLIM presentation at Booth #27 on October 25 – 23, 2017 to find out more about the successful 

cooperation between PROLIM and Siemens PLM: 

 

· Reducing costs during the development phase. 

· Reducing the variety of parts and increasing the reuse of parts. 

· Optimizing the cooperation of design and purchase department. 

· Learn new tips, techniques, and best practices and experience real user feedback. 

 

Being the partner of SIEMENS PLM, PROLIM is excited to share their experiences, ideas, information 

and best engineering practices to enable business success. 
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PROLIM look forward to speaking at our stand, where all can go through the Siemens PLM integrations 

and other PLM solutions. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Renesas Electronics America Enables Innovation at the Edge at Arm®TechCon 2017 

24 October 2017 

Renesas Electronics America Inc. will highlight embedded innovation that is enabling companies to 

accelerate their next “BIG IDEAS” to market at Arm®TechCon, which takes place October 24-26, at the 

Santa Clara Convention Center in Santa Clara, California. 

Advances in connectivity and cloud-based technologies, evolving security requirements for internet-of-

things (IoT) applications, and changes in how users are interacting with their connected devices at the 

“edge” – these are creating new opportunities as well as challenges for IoT design. At booth #207, 

Renesas will showcase RZ microprocessor (MPU)-based solutions for applications ranging from smart 

kitchen appliances to the Industrial IoT (IIoT) to healthcare supply chain management. Renesas will also 

exhibit chip-to-cloud and IoT security approaches with its Renesas Synergy™ Platform. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Financial News 

Altium’s TASKING® Division Reports Record Revenue and Customer Growth 
23 October 2017 

Altium announced today that its TASKING division, headquartered in Munich, Germany, reported 

revenues of $11.7 million, representing growth of 18% for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2017. In 

addition to record revenue performance, TASKING acquired a record number of new customers, 

achieved ASPICE Level 2 certification, and introduced four new products to complement its highly 

successful TASKING VX Compiler Toolset. 

TASKING® designs and sells embedded software development tools for a variety of processor 

platforms. Primary growth over the last several years has been in the extensive toolset for the 

InfineonTM TriCoreTM and AURIXTM multicore processors, targeted at automotive, agriculture, and 

industrial automation markets. Applications include automotive control systems, advanced driver 

assistance systems (ADAS), drive-train control, and autonomous driving functions. 

"We are very pleased with our financial results for FY 2017 and are seeing continued growth into our 

new year. Our continuing relationship with Infineon led us to co-develop new products that will further 

benefit TriCore/AURIX users," commented Franz Maidl, Director Global TASKING Business. 

“Given the rise in complex, smart systems using multi-core processors, embedded software developers 

are faced with the challenge of reliably developing safety critical applications for automotive, 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.armtechcon.com%2F&esheet=51703958&newsitemid=20171024005679&lan=en-US&anchor=Arm%C2%AE+TechCon&index=1&md5=41b32b3cb735fea0d3b1d13b625fb5d5
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.renesas.com%2Fen-us%2Fproducts%2Fmicrocontrollers-microprocessors%2Frz.html&esheet=51703958&newsitemid=20171024005679&lan=en-US&anchor=RZ&index=2&md5=6d720324ec0b86535a91492940cf60cd
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.renesas.com%2Fen-us%2Fproducts%2Fsynergy%2Ffeatures.html&esheet=51703958&newsitemid=20171024005679&lan=en-US&anchor=Renesas+Synergy%E2%84%A2+Platform&index=3&md5=cbb9d4592f48ad5831a8af96fca05915
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agriculture, and industrial automation,. Embedded systems developers need a fast, robust compiler and 

development tool solutions to fully exploit the hardware capabilities and produce high-quality and safe 

code,” added Maidl. 

Automotive SPICE Certification  

In March, TASKING received ASPICE Level 2 certification for the TASKING Toolset for 

TriCore/AURIX. This achievement signifies the standard of product development process that 

TASKING applies to provide quality, reliable products and continues the commitment to customers to 

help them produce high quality results in safety-related projects. This accreditation further substantiates 

the capabilities and proficiency that TASKING provides for safe and reliable automotive solutions. 

“Our partnership with TASKING has a successful history in jointly addressing our automotive and 

industrial customers,” said Peter Schaefer, Vice President and General Manager Microcontrollers at 

Infineon Technologies at the time of the release. “The successful Automotive SPICE audit is an 

important step for TASKING to continue offering robust solutions for the global automotive and 

industrial market.” 

New Product Introductions  

During Altium’s 2017 fiscal year, three new products were introduced, the TASKING Embedded 

Debugger, TASKING LAPACK Performance Libraries, and the TASKING Safety Checker. The 

debugger is a streamlined product that allows it to be licensed by itself instead of bundled with a 

compiler. Its price point allows companies to literally put a debugger on every developer’s desktop. The 

performance libraries provide access to the Linear Algebra PACKage (LAPACK) a quasi-standard for 

intense data manipulation such as used in automotive applications. The Safety Checker allows 

developers to validate that there are no incursions into protected memory by unauthorized segments of 

code. 

A fourth new product was released in September 2017, the TASKING Embedded Profiler. This 

intelligent profiler was developed in partnership with Infineon and includes expert knowledge of the 

TriCore and AURIX processors. This allows even non-experts to find performance issues and the tool 

then suggests how to fix the code to improve performance, saving developers a significant amount of 

time. 

"We have been jointly working with TASKING on this new Embedded Profiler and it's a great tool to 

easily identify and implement code changes which improve performance on our AURIX hardware — 

without the need to have all the expert know-how of the hardware itself," explained Ralf Ködel, 

Marketing Director Industrial and Automotive Microcontroller at Infineon Technologies, "It will be of 

great benefit especially in today's challenging ADAS projects." 

Into the Future  

The new product introductions by both TASKING and Infineon have them prepared for the safe future 

of transportation. "The industry is growing, and we're excited to be part of it,” concluded Maidl. 

"Autonomous vehicles are poised to explode and we're prepared to drive the industry forward." 

Click here to return to Contents 
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http://tasking.com/products/tasking-lapack-performance-libraries
http://tasking.com/content/safety-checker-asil-verification
http://tasking.com/products/tasking-embedded-profiler
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Dassault Systèmes’ Third Quarter Non-IFRS Software Revenue Up 8% with non-IFRS New Licenses 

and Other Software Revenue Growth of 12% in Constant Currencies 

25 October 2017 

Dassault Systèmes announces IFRS unaudited financial results for the third quarter and nine months 

ended September 30, 2017. These results were reviewed by the Company’s Board of Directors on 

October 24, 2017. This press release also includes financial information on a non-IFRS basis with a 

reconciliation included in the Appendix to this communication. 

  

Summary Third Quarter and Nine Months 2017 Highlights (Unaudited; revenue in constant 

currencies) 

  

• Q3 New licenses and other software revenue up 12% at €175.2 million 

• Q3 software revenue up 8%, operating margin 32.0% and EPS €0.64, well aligned with guidance 

(all figures non-IFRS) 

• SOLIDWORKS non-IFRS software revenue up 16% in Q3 and 14% YTD 

• Cash flow from operations up 28% to €672 million YTD 

• SIMULIA extends advanced fluids analysis with Exa proposed acquisition 

• CATIA broadens its system engineering coverage with No Magic proposed acquisition 

• DS reconfirms 2017 new licenses revenue growth of 8-10% and recurring software growth of 6% 

in constant currencies; 

• Lowers EPS to €2.57-2.61 on five cent currency impact and total revenue growth to 6% (from 6 

to 7% previously) in constant currencies on updated services outlook (all figures non-IFRS) 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Infosys announces the results for its second quarter 

24 October 2017 

Q2 revenues grew sequentially by 2.9% in USD terms; 2.2% in constant currency terms  

Q2 revenues grew 5.4% year-on-year in USD terms  

Q2 operating margin at 24.2%, as compared to 24.1% in Q1 18  

Q2 net margins improved to 21.2%, as compared to 20.4% in Q1 18 Q2 Basic EPS was $ 0.25, 

sequential growth of 7.0% and year-on-year growth of 7.3%  

H1 year-on-year revenue growth at 5.7% in reported terms; 5.5% in constant currency terms  

Liquid assets including cash and cash equivalents and investments were at $6,340 million as on 

September 30, 2017  

Utilization excluding trainees at all-time high of 84.7%  

https://www.3ds.com/
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Declared interim dividend of `13 per share, compared to an interim dividend of `11 per share in FY 17  

FY 18 revenue guidance at 5.5%-6.5% in constant currency. Operating margin guidance unchanged at 

23%-25% 

“We continue to focus on executing on the theme of software enabled services and on accelerating 

growth of our new services portfolio.” said U B Pravin Rao, Interim CEO and Managing Director. 

“During the quarter, we responded quickly to the management and Board changes through proactive 

communication with all stakeholders minimizing any negative impact to the business and allowing us to 

deliver growth across all our large industry units.”  

“Our focus on improving operational efficiencies enabled us to deliver stable margins in the quarter and 

at the same time provide compensation increases and higher variable payouts to our employees.” said M. 

D. Ranganath, CFO. “We have taken several steps during the quarter towards our capital allocation 

policy covering `13,000 crore share buyback, coupled with interim dividend of `13 per share for 

enhancing shareholder returns.” 

Go here to see full results: https://www.infosys.com/investors/reports-filings/quarterly-results/2017-

2018/q2/Documents/IFRS-USD-press-release.pdf 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

PROS Holdings, Inc. Reports Third Quarter 2017 Financial Results 

26 October 2017 

PROS Holdings, Inc. today announced financial results for the third quarter ended September 30, 2017. 

CEO Andres Reiner stated, “We are pleased with our strong third quarter results and the great response 

that we are seeing in the market for our modern commerce solutions. Customers are embracing our 

machine learning innovations, and with nearly 80% of our revenue now recurring, we are in full stride as 

a cloud company. We are executing toward a strong finish in 2017 as we carry out our mission of 

helping our customers outperform.” 

Third Quarter 2017 Financial Highlights 

Key financial results for the third quarter 2017 are shown below. Throughout this press release, all dollar 

figures are in millions, except net loss per share. Unless otherwise noted, all results are on a reported 

basis and are compared with the prior-year period. 

Please visit their website for associated tables and images: http://www.pros.com/about-pros/investor-

relations/news-alert/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

PTC Announces Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2017 Results 

25 October 2017 

PTC today reported financial results for its fourth quarter and fiscal year ended September 30, 2017. 

https://www.infosys.com/investors/reports-filings/quarterly-results/2017-2018/q2/Documents/IFRS-USD-press-release.pdf
https://www.infosys.com/investors/reports-filings/quarterly-results/2017-2018/q2/Documents/IFRS-USD-press-release.pdf
../../../../Jillian%20Hayes/Documents/Newsletter%202016/DAILY/26July2016.doc#Contents
../../../../Jillian%20Hayes/Documents/Newsletter%202016/DAILY/26July2016.doc#Contents
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• Fourth quarter FY’17 GAAP revenue was $306 million; non-GAAP revenue was $307 million 

• FY’17 GAAP revenue was $1,164 million; non-GAAP revenue was $1,167 million 

• Fourth quarter GAAP net income was $17 million or $0.15 per diluted share; non-GAAP net 

income was $40 million or $0.34 per diluted share 

• FY’17 GAAP net income was $6 million or $0.05 per diluted share; non-GAAP net income was 

$138 million or $1.17 per diluted share 

• Fourth quarter license and subscription bookings were $144 million and subscription mix was 

72% 

• FY’17 license and subscription bookings were $419 million and subscription mix was 69%. 

• Total deferred revenue, billed and unbilled, was $1.1 billion, an increase of 40% from the same 

period last year 

• Fourth quarter subscription Annualized Recurring Revenue (ARR) was $339 million, an increase 

of $171 million or 102% from the same period last year 

“We are very pleased with our fourth quarter results and strong finish to the fiscal year,” said James 

Heppelmann, President and CEO, PTC. “New license and subscription bookings of $144 million in the 

quarter were well above the high end of our guidance range and set a new record for quarterly bookings 

performance. Both revenue and EPS were within or above our guidance range, despite a subscription 

bookings mix in the quarter that was higher than we guided to, which decreased reported revenue in the 

current period as revenue is deferred and recognized over future periods.” 

Heppelmann continued, “Fiscal 2017 was another year of great progress in our transformation to 

become a high-growth subscription software company and industrial IoT leader. During the year, we 

delivered strong results in our core CAD and PLM businesses, grew bookings in our IoT business well 

above current market growth rates, and exited the ‘subscription trough’, setting the company up for 

strong revenue and EPS growth going forward.” 

Additional fourth quarter operating and financial highlights are set forth below. Information about our 

bookings and other reporting measures is provided beginning on page four. For additional details, please 

refer to the prepared remarks and financial data tables that have been posted to the Investor Relations 

section of our website at investor.ptc.com. 

• Q4’17 license and subscription bookings were $144 million, up 1% year-over-year. Please note 

that Q4’16 bookings included a $20 million booking from a mega-deal. Excluding the mega-

deal, fourth quarter bookings grew 18% year-over-year. FY’17 license and subscription bookings 

were $419 million, an increase of 4% year-over-year. Excluding the $20 million booking from a 

mega-deal from Q4’16, FY’17 bookings increased 10% year-over-year. 

• Subscription bookings in the fourth quarter comprised 72% of total bookings, compared to our 

guidance of 68%. For the quarter, we estimate that the higher-than-guidance mix of subscription 

reduced revenue by approximately $6 million and reduced non-GAAP earnings per share by 

approximately $0.05. We estimate that, at our guidance subscription mix, both revenue and non-

GAAP EPS would have been above the high end of our guidance ranges. For the full year, 

subscription bookings comprised 69% of total bookings, compared to 56% in the prior fiscal 

year. We plan to discontinue new perpetual license sales in the Americas and Western Europe as 

http://investor.ptc.com/
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of January 1, 2018, except for Kepware. 

• Total deferred revenue – billed and unbilled - increased $310 million or 40% year-over-year and 

increased $184 million or 20% sequentially to $1.1 billion. Billed deferred revenue increased 

11% year-over year and declined 1% sequentially to $459 million, due to the timing of support 

billings during the year. Billed deferred revenue can fluctuate quarterly based upon the 

contractual billings dates in our recurring revenue contracts as well as the timing of our fiscal 

reporting periods. 

• GAAP and non-GAAP software revenue in the quarter were both approximately $265 million, an 

increase of 10% year-over-year, despite a higher mix of subscription bookings than last year. For 

the full year, GAAP software revenue was $987 million and non-GAAP software revenue was 

$989 million, each an increase of 5% year-over-year. 

• Approximately 85% of fourth quarter GAAP and non-GAAP software revenue came from 

recurring revenue streams, up from 83% in the same period last year. For the full year, 

approximately 86% of GAAP software revenue and 87% of non-GAAP software revenue came 

from recurring revenue streams, up from 82% for both GAAP and non-GAAP software revenue 

in the prior fiscal year. 

• Annualized recurring revenue (ARR) was approximately $905 million, an increase of 12% year-

over-year. 

• GAAP operating expenses in the quarter were approximately $206 million, compared to $238 

million in the same period last year; non-GAAP operating expenses were approximately $181 

million, compared to $183 million in the same period last year. For the full year, GAAP 

operating expenses were approximately $794 million, compared to $852 million in the same 

period last year; non-GAAP operating expenses were approximately $688 million, compared to 

$681 million in the same period last year. 

• Operating cash flows in the quarter were $33 million, and free cash flow was $26 million, both 

of which include cash payments for restructuring of approximately $2 million. For the full year, 

operating cash flows were $135 million, and free cash flow was $109 million, both of which 

include cash payments for restructuring of approximately $37 million and legal payments of 

approximately $3 million. 

• Total cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities as of the end of the fourth quarter was 

$330 million and total debt, net of deferred issuance costs, was $712 million. 

• We repurchased $16 million worth of shares in Q4’17, which represents approximately 61% of 

our free cash flow in the quarter. Over the second half of the fiscal year, following the 

resumption of the share repurchase program, we repurchased $51 million worth of shares, 

representing approximately 47% of free cash flow for the full fiscal year. 

• Based on our strong fiscal 2017 results and our positive outlook for fiscal 2018, we are 

reaffirming our prior fiscal 2021 financial targets, which call for $1.8 billion in total revenue, 

growing double-digits; $1.6 billion in software revenue, growing double digits; 85% subscription 

mix, yielding 95% recurring software revenue; non-GAAP operating margin in the low 30% 

range; non-GAAP EPS of $4.15, and free cash flow of $525 million. Please note that these future 

targets do not take into consideration the impact of ASC 606, which PTC will adopt as of 

October 1, 2018 (fiscal year 2019). We have included a long term operating model presentation 
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with our earnings documents posted to our investor relations website at investor.ptc.com. 

To see tables, please visit: https://www.ptc.com/en/news/2017/ptc-announces-q4-fy17-results 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Implementation Investments 

20th Century Fox Selects Gerber to Produce Replica Costumes for The Greatest Showman 

Premiering in December 

24 October 2017 

In every aspect of the fashion world, digitalization is driving the demand to bring new styles to market 

faster. This is also true for the world of film and costume creation. Costume replicas are costly and, in 

the past, they were all done by hand. But recently Gerber Technology combined forces with Global 

Garment Engineering and 20th Century Fox to replicate costumes worn by Hugh Jackman, Zac Efron, 

Michelle Williams, Rebecca Ferguson and Zendaya in the upcoming film The Greatest Showman (in 

theaters around the world starting Christmas Day). By leveraging Gerber’s integrated digital solutions, 

they can now be done in a fraction of the time and at a much lower cost.  

The challenge 20th Century Fox presented was to produce 50 sets of replicas of beautiful and 

complicated costumes in a very short time frame to support the film’s release. The product experts at 

Gerber, working closely with their partner Pat Trautman at Global Garment Engineering, accepted the 

challenge and leveraged Gerber’s industry leading products and team expertise to digitally deconstruct 

each costume garment without having to take them apart. The job started by digitizing each garment on 

the Gerber SilhouetteTM table, where pattern files were instantaneously created in AccuMark® –

 the industry-leading pattern design, grading, markermaking and production planning software. The 

patterns were simultaneously passed into AccuMark 3D, where they were draped on avatars to validate 

pattern pieces and review virtual samples. The digital sampling process allowed the team to ensure the 

patterns would accurately and precisely be sewn together to create perfect replicas. 

“Precision as we digitized the original costumes into the patterns was key to achieve the speed and 

quality we needed to accurately replicate these beautiful garments in such a short time frame.” stated 

Mary McFadden, executive director of CAD at Gerber Technology.  

Prior to project kickoff, photographs, technical sketches, measurements, component details and 

assembly instructions were compiled within YuniquePLM® to ensure planning, management and 

tracking of each essential step was executed properly and timelines were met.  

After the patterns were validated in AccuMark 3D, data was passed to AccuNest™ to create markers 

ensuring the optimum yield was achieved from the beautiful and expensive fabrics needed to produce 

the costumes. Over 22 diverse fabrics were spread and cut. “By using AccuNest, we were able to 

achieve a 3-6% improvement on fabric yield which was a substantial cost savings for the project” said 

Mary McFadden. A cut ticket was then generated for each of the garments to pass data from technical 

design through to production. The barcode on the cut ticket transfers all the fabric and marker data 

essential to efficiently spread and cut each costume. 

In the cut room at Gerber’s headquarters in Tolland, Connecticut, product experts loaded the fabric, 

https://www.ptc.com/en/news/2017/ptc-announces-q4-fy17-results
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scanned the cut ticket on the GERBERspreader™ XLs125 where the spread details were automatically 

transferred without manual re-entry of any of the information. After monitoring the spread, the material 

was passed on to be cut using the Gerber Paragon® HX. At the Gerber Paragon, the cut ticket was 

scanned again to pull up the marker for each garment. After carefully managing the process and labeling 

the bundles of cut parts, they were packed and shipped to New York for assembly.  

Pat Trautman and her team from Global Garment Engineering brought their expertise and passion to 

ensure every detail was handled on time and with a constant focus on ensuring the quality of the replicas 

would match the designer’s vision for each of the original costumes.  

“We are honored to have completed this project with 20th Century Fox. It has allowed the team to use 

its expertise and display their pride in all that they have accomplished with our digital solutions 

offering,” said Mohit Uberoi, CEO, Gerber Technology. We are all looking forward to the release 

of The Greatest Showman.  

The whole process will be demonstrated at ideation 2017 and conference attendees will be able to see 

the replica costumes, experience the technology and speak directly with the team members who worked 

on the project. Register for ideation to connect the possibilities of 

technology, http://www.gerbertechnology.com/ideation2017. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Centric Software Helps Bellerose Accelerate 
24 October 2017 

Centric Software announces that Bellerose, the renowned Belgium ready-to-wear brand has selected 

Centric Software’s Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solution to reduce time to market for their 

casual chic, authentic urban collections.  

Founded in 1989, Bellerose designs and sells casual chic ready-to-wear womenswear, menswear and 

childrenswear. The brand owns 20 flagship stores in Belgium, Paris and Amsterdam and counts 600 

multi-brand customers around the world. 

To successfully meet their customer expectations and evolve their current business model, Bellerose 

undertook a thorough search for the right PLM partner. 

“To best answer growing market demands, we need to equip ourselves with tools that are better-suited to 

fashion and are more modern, intuitive and flexible to speed collection development. We also need to 

expand our capability to develop interseason collections,” explains Stéphane Dewigne, Financial 

Director at Bellerose. 

Bellerose’s style, product development and production teams will use Centric PLM to develop 

womenswear, menswear and childrenswear for the Winter 2019 collection. Manufacturers, suppliers and 

sub-contractors will also be connected to Bellerose’s sourcing and product development teams via 

Centric to streamline and optimize international collaboration and information sharing between partners. 

“Centric PLM will allow greater collaboration between internal teams and external partners. Our 

objective is to have a unique data platform for product classification, tech packs, fabric orders, costing 

and pricing information to eliminate administrative tasks and enable our teams to focus on creative, 

added-value activities.” 

http://www.gerbertechnology.com/ideation2017
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“We are very happy to welcome Bellerose, our second customer in Belgium,  

says Chris Groves, President and CEO of Centric Software. “We look forward to partnering with this 

design premium clothing brand now and as they keep growing in the future.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Dietech India Licenses C3D Toolkit for Software Development 

20 October 2017 

C3D Labs announced today that Dietech India has licensed its C3D Toolkit for customized mold design 

software development. Dietech is a leading die tool firm in South India specializing in the manufacture 

of low-, gravity-, and high-pressure die casting molds. 

Dietech India recently set itself the goal of achieving mistake-free mold designs and reducing its lead 

time from days to hours. To achieve this result, the company made the decision to develop its own 

software to configure mold bases for various HPDC (high-pressure die casting) tonnage machines. A 

pilot project was developed in-house and being used for regular production. Later the company also 

decided to make a commercial venture of it. Dietech India entrusted this task to its project office in 

Chennai, which devised the software package concept. The office chose and employed the 3D kernel 

from C3D Labs as the engine driving the new software. 

"As we specialize in developing innovative software here at Dietech India, we recently licensed the C3D 

Toolkit,” said Srinivasan Natarajan, Chief Product Consultant at Dietech India. “We found that the team 

of mathematicians and programmers from Russia to be highly professional. This became quite clear in 

the testing phase, and so gave us the assurance that we will receive the technical support we need to 

solve any issue related to the use of the software from C3D Labs.” 

When it came to choosing a 3D technology, a huge advantage to Dietech India was the ample evaluation 

period provided by C3D Labs, as well as the availability of the C3D Vision visualization module. 

Developers at Dietech India rely on .NET and so actively use the wrapper for C# programming. 

“From the evaluation phase onwards, our Indian colleagues made a great contribution to the 

development of the .NET shell,” said Dr. Anna Ladilova, mathematician and programmer at C3D Labs. 

“The improvement process is ongoing, even though the decision to license it was already made. This is 

especially important to our other C3D Toolkit customers, when we consider that all improvements to 

thew rapper are immediately available to them.” 

The commercial version of Dietech India’s software is not yet released on the market. It is, nevertheless, 

already being used at the company's own production facilities, which cover 35,000 square meters. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Gerber Technology’s YuniquePLM® Cloud Chosen to Help Alsico Embrace Digital Transformation 

12 October 2017 

Optimization of workflows, greater efficiency and insight into processes are essential ingredients to 

drive the speed, quality and agility needed for success in the clothing industry. For Alsico, this means 
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outfitting the workforce with clothing that is functional, comfortable and safe, with the right fit and at 

the right price. They recently added YuniquePLM Cloud to their host of Gerber’s Digital Solutions 

enabling them to pass data between systems and move from concept to production with greater 

efficiency.  

Alsico is a specialist in work wear with more than 80 years experience producing quality clothing with 

an excellent finish in an environmentally conscious manner, enforcing sustainability and basic corporate 

responsibility. Alsico styles and creates the clothing design as well as produces it in their production 

workshops. They focus on customer service and quality and is ISO 9001 certified. In addition to work 

wear, they also produce high technology reusable cleanroom and clean area garments. The Alsico 

group has 7,000 employees and has a consolidated turnover of +200 million Euro. 

“We chose YuniquePLM Cloud to help reduce complexity and enhance the digitization of our 

workflow,” said Vincent Siau, Alsico Northern Europe CEO. “We recognized the expertise Gerber and 

their team could bring in digitizing our processes to meet the needs of our customers. This will help us 

to enhance our quality, reduce errors, and reduce our environmental impact, which eventually will 

contribute to perfecting our performance based approach and circular solutions.” 

Alsico is also utilizing Gerber’s automation systems including the GERBERcutter® and 

GERBERspreader™ to further optimize their production. 

“Alsico realizes our leadership in the work wear segment of the market with the digitally integrated 

solutions we provide,” stated Bill Brewster, vice president and general manager, enterprise software 

solutions at Gerber. “Our goal is to be a trusted guide for our customers as they go through their digital 

transformation by making our products easy to try, easy to buy and easy to consume.” 

The YuniquePLM product lifecycle management software serves as a central repository of critical 

data, and eliminates problems companies often face when using multiple excel spreadsheets, email or 

tracking documents to communicate throughout the stages of product development and management. 

YuniquePLM creates a single version of the truth, connecting a company’s creative process with their 

supply chain and production processes.   
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Product News 

Cloud-based CAD Solution ARES Kudo Now Released and Growing in Features 

18 October 2017 

Graebert™ GmbH revealed today the latest state of ARES® Kudo™, its full browser-based DWG 

editor. 

The concept of ARES Kudo was introduced by Robert Graebert, CTO of Graebert, at Graebert’s Annual 

Meeting four years ago, in Fall 2013. Graebert’s cloud-based CAD solution was first renowned for its 

collaboration with Onshape®, the first full-cloud 3D MCAD solution whose 2D module Onshape 

Drawing, released in September 2015, is in fact a custom version of ARES Kudo. Twelve months ago, 

Graebert announced the phased rollout of the first version of ARES Kudo for its subscribers as part of a 

unique concept: The “Trinity of CAD”.  
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For Graebert’s end-users, ARES Kudo is indeed fully interconnected with its other CAD platforms for 

desktop (ARES Commander for Windows®, MacOS® or Linux®) and mobile (ARES Touch for 

Android® and iOS®). The three solutions are bundled into a unique subscription allowing users to take 

advantage of each platform with similar features but different use cases. ARES Kudo and ARES Touch 

are therefore coming at no additional cost for the subscribers of ARES Commander.  

ARES Kudo is also offered to developers as a Cloud-based platform for DWG-viewing and editing. 

Besides its extensive set of ready-to-use DWG editing commands, ARES Kudo offers an easy path for 

developers willing to migrate their Windows-based applications to the Cloud. ARES Kudo’s 

programming interface supports indeed programming languages that are widely used by the developers 

of CAD applications such as C++ or Lisp.  

Instead of introducing another cloud storage service, ARES Kudo offers the opportunity to become the 

“hub” for all DWG drawings. Users are invited to connect their existing cloud-storages (which includes 

the most popular solutions such as Box®, Dropbox® or Google® Drive) but also to vertical, industry-

specific solutions. Users may for example access drawings stored on the servers of Onshape® or 

Trimble® Connect. With ARES Kudo you can connect several of these cloud storages and search for 

DWG files in all of them simultaneously, before opening the file for viewing and editing purposes.  

At its Graebert Annual Meeting, Graebert further explained how ARES Kudo is empowering ARES 

Commander and ARES Touch with the agility of the Cloud:  

• The “Hub” for all DWG files in the Cloud: Use ARES Kudo to connect multiple third-party 

cloud storages and browse or search for your files from a central place  

• Access DWG drawings on any device via a simple Internet browser: ARES Kudo avoids all the 

hassles of installs and updates. Users can login from kudo.graebert.com and instantly access all 

their drawings.  

• Continuity of a project across devices and users: The integration of ARES Kudo with ARES 

Commander and ARES Touch helps to synchronize the files from one device to the others and 

across all the users collaborating around a project.  

• Improved collaboration and workflows: Projects can be shared as a simple URL. This includes 

also the ability to share a view-only link with external users. View-only links represent a 

disruptive and very easy method to share drawings. Such a URL allows the owner of a drawing to 

let other people see the drawing online. Being updated instantly when modifications are saved 

they avoid any risk of outdated information and represent the single source of truth of the project.  

Graebert further emphasized ARES Kudo is aiming at making no compromises in features. Most of the 

features available in ARES Commander for 2D are already migrated. ARES Kudo will soon support the 

ability to read other file formats such as Bentley® MicroStation®’s *.dgn files or Autodesk® Revit®’s 

*.rvt files. Besides editing DWG files, ARES Kudo has therefore the ambition to be the viewer and hub 

for all the files of a project.  

Graebert is also actively building ties with other communities of users. The integration with Onshape 

and Trimble Connect is aiming at strengthening the competitive advantages of the ARES Trinity of 

CAD software among these two communities of users and Graebert will look forward building more 

similar integrations.  

Robert Graebert, CTO of Graebert commented “The phased roll-out of ARES Kudo’s viewing and 

sharing features is showing satisfaction. Only a few countries in Asia are left on our rollout plan. We 
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expect now to accelerate the deployment and start enabling the editing features to any of our subscribers 

willing to try them. A chat system inside ARES Kudo can be used by subscribers to interact with us and 

ask for the editing features. Non-subscribers will also soon have the possibility to try ARES Kudo, either 

by activating a trial of ARES Commander 2018 or by visiting https://kudo.graebert.com where a Trial 

button will be added in the coming days.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

HPE Introduces New Set of Artificial Intelligence Platforms and Services 

25 October 2017 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise today announced new purpose-built platforms and services capabilities to 

help companies simplify the adoption of Artificial Intelligence, with an initial focus on a key subset of 

AI known as deep learning. 

Inspired by the human brain, deep learning is typically implemented for challenging tasks such as image 

and facial recognition, image classification and voice recognition. To take advantage of deep learning, 

enterprises need a high performance compute infrastructure to build and train learning models that can 

manage large volumes of data to recognize patterns in audio, images, videos, text and sensor data. 

Many organizations lack several integral requirements to implement deep learning, including expertise 

and resources; sophisticated and tailored hardware and software infrastructure; and the integration 

capabilities required to assimilate different pieces of hardware and software to scale AI systems. To help 

customers overcome these challenges and realize the potential of AI, HPE is announcing the following 

offerings: 

• HPE Rapid Software Installation for AI: HPE introduced an integrated hardware and software 

solution, purpose-built for high performance computing and deep learning applications. Based on 

the HPE Apollo 6500 system in collaboration with Bright Computing to enable rapid deep 

learning application development, this solution includes pre-configured deep learning software 

frameworks, libraries, automated software updates and cluster management optimized for deep 

learning and supports NVIDIA® Tesla V100 GPUs. 

• HPE Deep Learning Cookbook: Built by the AI Research team at Hewlett Packard Labs, the 

deep learning cookbook is a set of tools to guide customers in selecting the best hardware and 

software environment for different deep learning tasks. These tools help enterprises estimate 

performance of various hardware platforms, characterize the most popular deep learning 

frameworks, and select the ideal hardware and software stacks to fit their individual needs. The 

Deep Learning Cookbook can also be used to validate the performance and tune the 

configuration of already purchased hardware and software stacks. One use case included in the 

cookbook is related to the HPE Image Classification Reference Designs. These reference designs 

provide customers with infrastructure configurations optimized to train image classification 

models for various use cases such as license plate verification and biological tissue classification. 

These designs are tested for performance and eliminate any guesswork, helping data scientists 

and IT to be more cost-effective and efficient. 

• HPE AI Innovation Center: Designed for longer term research projects, the innovation center 

will serve as a platform for research collaboration between universities, enterprises on the cutting 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=xdusbDXUY7f-nh3aofBQlVpoPLq99QCljjM3tpuIGjOUwQiwQVKRaWnq5a0kyJjbvlpD5aVNEbx6T-KelRQZdBSte42tzGGQ2-JUHyrI9kxsP_SQYBEKdQKoT5VAODgW
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edge of AI research and HPE researchers. The centers, located in Houston, Palo Alto, and 

Grenoble, will give researchers for academia and enterprises access to infrastructure and tools to 

continue research initiatives. 

• Enhanced HPE Centers of Excellence (CoE): Designed to assist IT departments and data 

scientists who are looking to accelerate their deep learning applications and realize better ROI 

from their deep learning deployments in the near term, the HPE CoE offer select customers 

access to the latest technology and expertise including the latest NVIDIA GPUs on HPE 

systems. The current CoE are spread across five locations including Houston; Palo Alto; Tokyo; 

Bangalore, India; and Grenoble, France. 

“We live in a world today where we’re generating copious amounts of data, and deep learning can help 

unleash intelligence from this data,” said Pankaj Goyal, vice president, Artificial Intelligence Business, 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise. “However, a ‘one size fits all’ solution doesn’t work. Each enterprise has 

unique needs that require a distinct approach to get started, scale and optimize its infrastructure for deep 

learning. At HPE, we aim to make AI real for our customers no matter where they are in their journeys 

with our industry-leading infrastructure portfolio, AI expertise, world-class research and ecosystem of 

partners.” 

In its mission to help make AI real for its customers, HPE offers customers a flexible consumption 

services for HPE infrastructure, which avoids over-provisioning, increases cost savings and scales up 

and down as needed to accommodate the needs of deep learning deployments. 

“Artificial intelligence has the ability to transform scientific data analysis, making predictions and 

surprising connections,” said Paul Padley, professor of physics and astronomy, Rice University. “We are 

at a precipice where the AI revolution can now have a profound impact on reshaping innovation, 

science, education and society, at large. Access to the HPE AI innovation centers will help us continue 

to advance our research efforts in our journey to making academic progress by using the tools and 

solutions available to us through HPE.” 

AI is becoming mainstream in the consumer world with applications such as voice interfaces, personal 

assistants and image tagging. However, the implications of AI go beyond mainstream consumer use 

cases to fields including genomic sequencing analytics, climate research, medical science, autonomous 

driving and robotics. These technology advancements and breakthroughs have been – and continue to be 

– made possible by deep learning.  

“As deep learning-based AI advances, it will transform science, commerce and the quality of our lives 

by automating tasks that don't require the most complex human thinking," said Steve Conway, senior 

vice president, Hyperion Research. “HPE’s infrastructure and software solutions are designed for ease-

of-use and promise to play an important role in driving AI adoption into enterprises and other 

organizations in the next few years.” 

Learn more about how HPE is bringing deep learning techniques to customers in VP of Artificial 

Intelligence Pankaj Goyal’s latest blog. 
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LDRA Streamlines Automation for Software Safety and Security Compliance Management 

23 October 2017 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=95z_-gRj10awFJO9JLIee_8zEXElTtQEWefAu904BfA3gaPkga8OuedknaBY9UNbxBisHD8lQHUInSskO96-eupbMmG7NWzo8UjmHjvuEcBzc1xxRztxkpFkobw9AiwW5iOi1dN_meV0PGn4U-tYIg==
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LDRA today announced enhanced automation capabilities in the LDRA tool suite that will save time 

and money for those companies that must adhere to and prove compliance with functional safety and 

security standards. This unprecedented level of automation streamlines compliance by providing the 

infrastructure for transparent and auditable development workflows necessary in industries such 

as automotive (ISO 26262), medical devices (IEC 62304), industrial controls (IEC 61508), 

nuclear energy (IEC 60880), and aerospace (DO-178) and defense (DEF-STN 00-55). Such 

infrastructure is essential in these industries, where connected devices and mobile applications are 

increasingly introducing security and safety vulnerabilities. 

Using the LDRA tool suite, software teams can easily track requirements changes and quickly determine 

their impact on the design, code, and testing processes so as to eliminate problems, slow-downs, and the 

cost overruns typical of manual review processes. The LDRA tool suite simplifies the creation and 

visibility of development and testing evidence for review by regulatory authorities. In addition, lifecycle 

transparency and automation enables simple and quick review of processes and artifacts during all 

phases of development. Consequently, the qualification and certification process is greatly expedited. 

Beyond the traceability automation, the LDRA tool suite also simplifies the construction of safer and 

more secure code by enabling adherence to coding standards such as MISRA, CERT, and CWE. With 

the tool suite, software teams can automatically check their code against these standards and quickly 

address any reported coding standards violations. In addition, development teams can construct their 

own coding standards from within the tool suite, and check for adherence automatically. All such checks 

can be run automatically through the management capability. This saves development teams time and 

money while also ensuring that the code is safer and more secure by construction. 

The LDRA tool suite also automates the process of generating and executing the test cases, test 

harnesses, and test stubs required to properly test the software components at both system and unit 

levels. All of this testing capability is also managed and automated from the requirements; therefore, 

when a requirement changes, the tool suite automatically determines which code needs to be retested 

and properly invokes all subsequent testing automation and analysis results accordingly. In large part, 

this can be a nearly hands-off approach for the software development and testing teams, who need only 

be involved at the development level to resolve any violations or errors identified by the tool suite. This 

level of automation is truly unique and empirically saves time and money. 

“Software teams across all safety-critical industries are devoting significant amounts of resources in 

both time and money to prove compliance with their respective industry standards,” said Ian Hennell, 

Operations Director, LDRA. “When done manually, the process of proving compliance has been time 

consuming, tedious, and prone to error. The level of compliance that we now offer in the LDRA tool 

suite sets up the infrastructure so developers can easily see the workflow, track requirements changes, 

and quickly determine which tests need to be run. The result is a nearly pain-free process that gets them 

to compliance faster for less money.” 

The LDRA tool suite: 

• Aggregates requirements data from many sources, including various ALM and requirements 

management tools such as DOORS, DOORS NG, Polarion, Word, and Excel 

• Links processes bidirectionally from requirements to code, to test cases, and test results 

• Speeds impact analysis of any changes whether at requirements, code, or test case level 

• Automates the execution of test cases (static analysis, unit tests, system tests) 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ldra.com%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=LDRA&index=1&md5=339b388ae5d08ad2ac8dc2ad6f2f1571
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fldra.com%2Fautomotive%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=automotive&index=2&md5=f39e3b4088a03f0c87a3a5eb94bf31a4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fldra.com%2Fmedical%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=medical&index=3&md5=456fa07d998a519e3ae1f2cd7380fadf
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fldra.com%2Findustrial-energy%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=industrial&index=4&md5=e52212f7b64b55961d1c473d7ebd0473
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fldra.com%2Findustrial-energy%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=energy&index=5&md5=4e30caba0bdb812105959c81b39ff88a
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fldra.com%2Faerospace-defence%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=aerospace&index=6&md5=09b617cb39661a0e7e3651272e4d238d
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fldra.com%2Faerospace-defence%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=defense&index=7&md5=b7de7f6088d6409c36725350d73d6589
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fldra.com%2Fmedical%2Fcapabilities%2Frequirements-traceability%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=traceability&index=8&md5=05020507fe0146085a9efa185b4e3a16
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• Enables regression testing from the command line 

• Captures data and automatically generates reports to demonstrate compliance 

LDRA will demonstrate capabilities of its tool suite at ARM TechCon, October 24–26, 2017, in Santa 

Clara, California. Visit LDRA (Booth 912) to discuss project needs. 
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Mobile CAD Solution for iOS and Android ARES Touch Is Now Fully Integrated into Graebert’s 

Trinity of CAD  

18 October 2017 

Graebert™ GmbH revealed today the latest state of ARES® Touch™, its full-featured Mobile CAD 

solution for dwg drawings.  

ARES Touch is a professional application for iOS® and Android®, designed to read, create, modify or 

annotate technical drawings in the popular .dwg format. While some viewing and features are available 

for free, ARES Touch subscribers get access to more than 150 features for drawing and annotation.  

ARES Touch is sold within a unique subscription combining three DWG-based CAD solutions 

interconnected to offer a unique user experience across desktop, mobile and cloud. The ARES “Trinity” 

of CAD Software includes ARES Commander™ (for Windows®, macOS® and Linux® computers), 

ARES Touch™ (for Android and iOS smartphones or tablets) and ARES Kudo™, a new cloud-based 

CAD solution. Any purchase of ARES Commander includes a one year renewable subscription for 

ARES Touch and ARES Kudo. Alternatively, a monthly subscription of ARES Touch can be purchased 

from the Apple AppStore. Subscribers purchasing the monthly subscription from the Apple AppStore 

are further invited to create a Graebert Account to enjoy ARES Commander and ARES Kudo at no 

additional cost.  

Cedric Desbordes, Sales & Marketing Executive at Graebert commented on the main use cases for a 

Mobile CAD solution: “The use cases may vary depending on the size of your device. A smartphone fits 

into your pocket and follows you anywhere. While the screen size may not be well adapted for heavy 

modifications, it is a great companion to read a drawing you received from an email or downloaded from 

your cloud storages. Some features of ARES Touch allow you also to annotate your drawings with 

photos from your smartphone or by recording your voice. On the other hand, tablets such as an iPad 

offer a much larger screen. They are great for showing your projects in a meeting or to make 

modifications on site. You may for example insert blocks or fix some errors in your drawings while 

looking at the real situation.”  

At its Annual Meeting, Graebert also explained how ARES Touch is now fully integrated with its cloud-

based solution ARES Kudo. Connected with your cloud storages, ARES Kudo works as a hub 

synchronizing your files across all your devices and ARES CAD software. A user may for example 

annotate a drawing on site and his modifications will be seamlessly updated and synchronized with his 

computer or his colleagues at the office.  

ARES Touch is also completely customizable for large accounts and major developers. Powered by a 

custom API, it supports programming languages such as C++ Tx, DCL or Lisp, which allows developers 

to add workflow-oriented features and facilitates integration with other systems. Graebert’s mobile 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fldra.com%2Fautomotive%2Fproducts%2F&esheet=51702342&newsitemid=20171023005070&lan=en-US&anchor=tool+suite&index=9&md5=528674fc1b7327129c1ab5c9968c9281
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version also supports Mobile Application Management, which offered some customers of Graebert the 

ability to deploy ARES Touch on thousands of iPads without the hassle of manual installs. MDM 

versions of ARES Touch can also be customized to the needs of Graebert’s customers by limiting for 

example the cloud storages that are allowed in the company. 
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Propel Introduces New Compliance Solutions to Help Companies of All Sizes  

26 October 2017 

Propel today announced general availability of Specification Management & Compliance and Training 

Records Management, two new solutions that will help companies of all sizes improve product 

compliance and deepen customer trust. Propel’s Specification Management & Compliance allows 

companies to quickly and flexibly manage product compliance requirements that customers most care 

about, such as RoHS, product safety, forced labor, IP confidentiality, and conflict minerals. Also 

available in Propel’s Winter ‘18 Release, Propel’s Training Records Management helps companies in 

regulated industries track training compliance for all employees involved in making products. 

Tracking compliance can be very time consuming and error prone when products consist of thousands of 

parts, involve hundreds of employees and suppliers, need to meet multiple regional requirements, and 

undergo dozens of changes. Mid-market companies have faced additional product compliance 

challenges, since existing solutions are often expensive, hard to implement and difficult to use. Propel’s 

latest cloud PLM software release allows companies of any size to track compliance to product 

specifications and training requirements much more easily than ever before. Propel provides visibility 

into compliance status for any product, tracks historical records and updates, and keeps managers and 

stakeholders in the loop. 

“Propel is making it much easier for companies like Samsara to manage our product compliance,” 

according to Ben Calderon, VP Hardware Engineering and Operations at Samsara. “Certifications and 

compliance requirements vary by product function, application and region. In addition, 

laboratory approvals may have their own timeline different from the hardware project. Propel’s latest 

PLM software release enables Samsara to navigate the compliance challenges with easily adaptable 

tracking methods.” 

Propel Specification Management & Compliance Highlights 

• Track compliance status to any specification on a manufacturer part or directly on an item 

• Roll-up compliance statuses on a bill of materials (BOM) 

• Use worst case scenario when dealing with multiple manufacturer parts, or declare compliance 

status on a parent part to override roll-ups 

• Apply specifications to Propel’s item categories for even easier administration 

• Declare compliance status through a declaration process, which allows multiple stakeholders to 

review compliance 

• Keep records of status changes 

https://www.propelplm.com/
http://www.samsara.com/
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• Apply specific exemptions to specifications 

Propel Training Records Management Highlights 

• Keep historical records of who and when an employee reviewed documents that are marked for 

training, and provide trainers, managers, and auditors with accurate and transparent training 

records 

• Create training assignments with due dates for selected trainees when a new document revision is 

published 

• Notify trainees and managers when a new training is assigned and when it becomes overdue 

• Create re-training assignments on a schedule 

• Allow engineers to decide on a case-by-case bases if training is required when they revision a 

new document 

• Track when trainees download documents 

• Require electronic sign-off with passwords, and allow trainers and managers to sign off for 

trainees when they don’t have system access 

“Many of the companies that Propel works with are launching products at a historic pace, and they 

always need to make sure their latest products comply with a complex set of regulatory requirements 

like RoHS, REACH or JEDEC,” said Brian Sohmers, co-founder and Chief Product Officer of Propel. 

“Our latest software release now lowers the cost and ease of compliance for mid-market companies. 

Whether it’s training records or product specifications, Propel makes it easy for companies of all sizes to 

quickly get their innovative ideas from concept to customer.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Siemens’ latest release of Simcenter 3D advances computer-aided engineering and simulation 

23 October 2017 

Siemens announces the latest version of Simcenter 3D, its flagship environment for multi-disciplinary 

computer-aided engineering (CAE), with new comprehensive solutions across multiple simulation 

disciplines. Simcenter 3D is an advanced stand-alone CAE application for analysts and discipline 

experts that works with data from any CAD source. Because it is built on the Siemens NXTM platform, 

it also works seamlessly with NX CAD. With more enhancements than any previous release, Simcenter 

3D, part of Siemens’s SimcenterTM portfolio of simulation and test solutions for predictive engineering 

analytics, looks to revolutionize how simulation engineers can help drive design direction in industries 

such as automotive, aerospace and industrial machinery. 

This latest release provides topology optimization solutions that work seamlessly with Convergent 

Modeling™ technology to provide comprehensive generative design workflows. These solutions allow 

for more accurate motion modeling, and more efficient acoustic and structural dynamics simulations. 

Simcenter 3D now provides expanded support for general purpose nonlinear solutions based on the NX 

Nastran multi-step nonlinear solver as well as advanced analysis of composites based on LMS Samtech 

Samcef™ software. This latest release also delivers several enhancements to improve industry 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bsohmers
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workflows across a wide range of industries, for modeling connections in large assemblies as well as 

accurate simulation of flexible pipes and hoses. 

“Siemens is executing on the Simcenter strategy it announced last year as evidenced by its ongoing 

investment in new simulation capabilities along with the accelerated integration of CAE technologies 

acquired over the past several years. The latest release of Simcenter 3D delivers innovative capabilities 

for topology optimization applied in the context of generative design and also brings together unique 

hybrid test/analysis technologies that extend the ability to model and simulate system dynamics for 

complex applications such as high frequency noise and vibration,” said Donald Tolle, practice director, 

Simulation-Driven Systems Development at CIMdata. “These product enhancements ensure that 

Simcenter 3D will continue to be a robust, scalable, and multi-disciplinary CAE environment for 

simulation and analysis specialists.” 

Working seamlessly with NX CAD and Convergent Modeling technology, Simcenter 3D now offers 

generative design solutions for designers and advanced analysts. For the first time, output from a 

topology optimization process can be utilized directly in the design process, without the need to recreate 

geometry. Furthermore, engineers can now work directly with scanned data or an optimized shape to 

conduct more detailed simulations to ensure performance. By using Simcenter 3D along with HEEDS™ 

software for design exploration automation, engineers are able to fully explore the design space and 

generate innovative designs that meet more stringent design requirements. 

New with this release, hybrid modeling allows analysts to incorporate test-based data into their 

simulation models to achieve better accuracy within the simulation. Other enhancements include support 

for modeling sub-mechanisms within motion assemblies, faster computation time for analytical contact 

in motion models, and improved performance for interior and exterior acoustics simulation. 

Nonlinear simulation in Simcenter 3D is greatly expanded by leveraging enhancements in NX Nastran 

and integrating capabilities from the LMS Samcef solver. In addition to the already strong capabilities 

for simulating nonlinear thermo-mechanical behavior in turbomachinery, Simcenter 3D now offers 

expanded support for general purpose nonlinear simulation with more elements, greater robustness and 

algorithms for multi-step nonlinear simulation to provide enhanced realism and faster solution times. 

Additionally, support for curing simulation of composites now allows prediction of residual stresses and 

spring-back effects. 

Several of the enhancements target industry-specific workflows. Simulation engineers in automotive, 

aerospace, and heavy machinery companies benefit from the integration of universal connections 

support, which can help to efficiently build large system models with many connections and solve across 

several solvers. Simcenter 3D also leverages the LMS Samcef solver for simulation of flexible pipes and 

hoses which are commonly used in a variety of industries. 

“Our Simcenter solutions deliver critical capabilities that help our customers engineer innovation into 

their products,” said Jan Leuridan, senior vice president for Simulation and Test Solutions, Siemens 

PLM Software. “With our latest release of Simcenter 3D we are able to integrate multiple technologies 

from different tools all under one platform. Capitalizing on our deep experience in geometry-based CAE 

as well as our strength in key disciplines such as structural dynamics, acoustics, motion, and nonlinear 

analysis, we have enhanced Simcenter 3D to enable more streamlined workflows and a broader set of 

simulations in support of performance engineering.” 

For further information on Simcenter 3D, please 

see www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en/products/simcenter/3d/v12/index.shtml. 

http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en/products/simcenter/3d/v12/index.shtml
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Siemens’ NX provides multidisciplinary tools for product development in a unified platform 

23 October 2017 

Siemens today announced the latest version of the company’s NX™ software. Building on its legacy of 

best-in-class customer deployment readiness and data preservation, the latest version delivers the next 

generation of design, simulation and manufacturing solutions that enable companies to realize the value 

of the digital twin in the end-to-end process. This latest release unites electrical, mechanical and control 

systems through close integration with Mentor Graphics Capital and Xpedition portfolios for electrical 

systems, harness and PCB design. Combined they provide the only true multidisciplinary platform 

available in the market today. 

At the highest level, NX underpins tools used for systems driven product development based on the 

RFLP (Requirements, Functional, Logical and Physical) methodology, which now provides a significant 

connection between the logical and physical abstractions in both electrical and mechanical domains. 

Building on Convergent Modeling™ technology that allows designers to seamlessly work and model 

with mesh geometry in combination with precise geometry, the new version combines tools for design 

optimization, advanced geometry creation, freeform shapes and parametric design to make generative 

design a reality. 

“This latest version of NX is clearly a major milestone for Siemens and their customers,” said Allan 

Behrens of Taxal. “Moving beyond previous convergent technology to encompass significant 

developments in areas of generative, additive and multidisciplinary design is impressive. With such 

significant additions, I’d suggest that clients will be delighted to see past and future investments evolve 

to deliver leading-edge capabilities for tomorrow’s more demanding, often complex product design and 

manufacturing ecosystems. These developments are part of a larger roll-out that also touches on areas 

including large assembly performance and model based engineering. The recent addition of Mentor’s 

EDA, electrical and embedded technologies, and the remarkably rapid integration of the electrical 

systems, harness and PCB elements with the NX ecosystem provides Siemens with unique solution 

coverage capabilities that go well beyond their competitors and are highly valuable for many, not least 

those in the automotive and aerospace industries.” 

Electronics are fast becoming essential to all products, regardless of industry, making it more important 

than ever that electrical and mechanical designers collaborate throughout the product development 

process. Employing technology from recently acquired Mentor Graphics, the latest version of NX 

provides a direct connection between the design of electrical and mechanical systems. Linking the 

electrical tools and the 3D model, enables co-design including cross-probing, allowing designers of 

wiring diagrams and harnesses to work much more closely together, preventing costly and time-

consuming rework due to electromechanical issues. 

Multidisciplinary work is not limited to electrical design. Industries involving large amounts of piping, 

such as ship building, will benefit from close integration between instrumentation diagrams and 2D 

schematic layouts. New tools in NX allow engineers to lay out piping and instrumentation diagrams in 

two dimensions, while maintaining the design tied to the 3D space model. This synchronization can help 

eliminate errors and save time as teams work more closely than ever before. 

“As embedded technology continues to increase in complexity, it is critical for product design tools to 
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stay ahead of the multidisciplinary technology needed to effectively create and innovate these advanced 

products,” said Bob Haubrock, senior vice president of Product Engineering Software, Siemens PLM 

Software. “With the latest version of NX, Siemens is providing a true multi-disciplinary platform, 

combining mechanical, electrical and control systems. Close collaboration between each of these design 

facets will eliminate errors, provide savings in time and cost, and ultimately enable our customers to 

drive more innovative designs.” 

With increasing pressure to deliver products to market more quickly, generative design is now a 

necessity in product development. Integrating a wide variety of tools gives designers more flexibility 

and choice when dealing with complex geometries. Using these technologies in combination also allows 

companies to go beyond traditional solutions that focus solely on optimizing shape in order to achieve 

truly multidisciplinary design. 

In the constant drive to reduce component weight and improve resource usage, companies are looking to 

incorporate lattice structures into design in order to meet these goals without compromising on strength 

and structural integrity. The latest version of NX delivers new approaches to design for additive 

manufacturing, including the ability to add lattice. Convergent Modeling makes it possible to work 

directly with faceted geometry such as these lattice structures, saving companies from the lengthy data 

conversion process normally required. This enables companies to deliver lighter, stronger products to 

market in much less time. 

“The fact that the faceted geometry now comes in as a convergent body and behaves pretty much as a 

sheet or solid body is very beneficial. It will make our workflow much more efficient and save time that 

we can spend on other things, such as more projects,” added Jonas Brochman, engineering method 

specialist of Manufacturing Engineering, GKN Aerospace Engine Systems, Sweden. “The ability to 

associatively compensate and reposition the faceted scan data of hardware in an associative and 

controlled way will greatly help us to increase efficiency and resulting quality.” 

With this latest release, NX software upholds its decades-long legacy as the best-in-class solution for 

preserving customer data. It is possible, without any data translation, to open existing customer data 

from any previous release of NX and work with it directly in the latest version today. For further 

information, please see https://community.plm.automation.siemens.com/t5/NX-Design-Blog/bg-

p/NXDesignNews. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Theorem Solutions: Democratising Augmented, Mixed and Virtual Reality 

24 October 2017 

Theorem Solutions of Tamworth, UK, have launched a ‘Multi-Device’ Visualization Experience 

App for Augmented (AR), Mixed (MR) and Virtual Reality (VR) devices and markets. 

The Visualization Experience app forms part of Theorem’s ‘Digital Realities’ product family, and has 

been specifically developed for users to engage and interact with their Engineering and Manufacturing 

data. It is one of the first to offer a single solution for all three different technologies in a single 

application. 

Supported devices are: 

https://community.plm.automation.siemens.com/t5/NX-Design-Blog/bg-p/NXDesignNews
https://community.plm.automation.siemens.com/t5/NX-Design-Blog/bg-p/NXDesignNews
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• Augmented Reality - Windows 10 and Android Tablets and Phones 

• Mixed Reality – Microsoft HoloLens 

• Virtual Reality - HTC Vive and Oculus Rift 

Being Multi-Device, the application allows users to use the same data, in the same visualization 

application, on ALL of the different low-cost devices. 

The app enables users to view, manipulate and interrogate CAD and PLM data using a combination of 

touch, hand gestures and voice controls-depending on the device- with each device suiting different use 

cases and scenarios. 

“Today, we rely so much on technology - it simplifies our existence - but at the same time, we don’t 

fully utilize what’s available to us” observes Stuart Thurlby, CEO of Theorem Solutions. 

“Some Engineering and Manufacturing processes are still not harnessing new technology or finding new 

ways of performing established tasks, but technology has evolved and needs to be embraced in order to 

keep up with, and be ahead of, the game. We see Augmented (AR), Mixed (MR) and Virtual Reality 

(VR) running on the new low cost devices to be that game-changer!” 

With new low-cost devices and technologies for Augmented, Mixed and Virtual Reality emerging for 

the consumer markets, the natural progression into the commercial arena is beginning. 

“VR has been available for many years in the engineering and manufacturing space, but it has always 

come with an enormous price tag and only a few are in the ‘privileged’ position to fully be able to utilize 

the technology for visualization” Stuart comments, “but now the ability to use existing CAD and PLM 

assets in all of the latest devices without the price tag is actually a reality.” 

How it works 

The Theorem server architecture enables the CAD and PLM assets server to talk to other servers and 

prepare data so it can be streamed to a device. Existing CAD and PLM data assets from CATIA 

3DEXPERIENCE, CATIA V5, CREO, Inventor, JT, NX, SolidWorks and STEP formats can be utilised. 

Data is optimised and prepared for use once, and then delivers the same Visualization Experience across 

all supported platforms, saving money on data preparation, training and support. 

Where does the technology come from? 

These new devices and technologies are not coming from the Engineering and CAD/PLM industries, but 

from the gaming and social media industries. 

Combining gaming technology with engineering CAD and PLM data in a single application creates an 

interactive user experience, and becomes even more powerful when combined with metadata from MES, 

ERP, CRM and IoT systems. 

Theorem’s Visualization Experience is used for the Digital Twin area of the IoT, design reviews, 

Manufacturing Build, Quality Control, Service applications and training, and even sales & marketing, 

with the ability to tailor the experience to a specific use case. 

The Visualization Experience integrates into existing workflows. Data can be dragged and dropped onto 

the server, populated via a PLM Release/Publish trigger or saved directly from CAD applications. 

Theorem’s Visualization and Digital Reality products offer a key component to enable the 

‘Visualization Pipeline’ and help to democratize AR, MR and VR throughout your organisation. 
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What Theorem are offering 

“What Theorem are offering in the Visualization Experience is a framework, combined with 

consultancy, enabling you to build your own specific experiences.” Stuart Thurlby explains, “We have 

ensured that your data and device neutrality is there, which will protect your investment as this world 

changes. It is effectively future proofing your CAD and PLM assets” 

“Ultimately, the Theorem Visualization Experience presents new and innovative ways of performing 

existing tasks, or creating entirely new processes and methods of delivery.” 

For more information visit www.theorem.com/Digital-Realities 

Click here to return to Contents 
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